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The Problem

INTRODUCTION

The question of women's education has been recurring ever

since Antiquity, imposing itself with particular insistence during

periods of intellectual ferment or social upheaval. Whenever, be-

cause of radical transformations in the polity, the economy, the

technology or the culture of a nation, the role of women has `under-

one change or been brought into question, a corresponding question-

ing has occurred in regard to their education. And quite naturally,

for if women are to fulfil their role in society, however that role

may be conceived, they should of course receive such an education

as will better enable them to do so. In our revolutionary times,

revolutionary in virtually every thread of the social fabric, tradi-

tional beliefs and attitudes concerning women have been changing

swiftly, engendering lively, at times indeed heated debate as to

wanen's nature, their role in life and consequently their education.

Feminists to the contrary notwithstanding, the question has still

not been finally settled; as evidence of this, one need only cite

two recent books on women (among A. multitude of others), Betty

Frieden's The Feminine Mystique and Phyllis McGinleyls And Sixpence

in Her Shoe, both widely popular and widely praised, yet containing

widely divergent views.
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Tho problem, then, broadly, is: what kind or kinds of educa-

tion are best suited to women? Since any solution to this problem

presupposes a certain concr,ption of women, the closely related prob-

lem of women's nature and her role in life will necessarily enter

into consideration.

Implicit in the broad statement of the problem is a series

of more specific problems, namely: Do women have greater aptitude

for some subjects than for others? If so, is this "innate" or cu.,-

turally induced? Should tho basic education of women be identical

to that of men or importantly different? Should emphasis in the

education of women be placed on the utilitarian or on knowledge and

culture for their own sake? Should women's education favor the do-

mestic-minded or the career-minded? Should women, if career - minded,

be encouraged to enter only certain fields or all fields open to

men? What is the value of and justification for women's colleges?

In summary, the problem is what to do about the education of

women, how modify it, how improve it, how make it more appropriate

to the changing role of women in our society, how best provide for

women's various aptitudes, personalities and life-expectations?

Cb.iectives

The problems enumerated above are not, by their very nature,

susceptible to neat, definitive solutions, involving as they do

centuries of received opinion, the vested interests of the two



sexes and the vagaries of numr,n psychology. Indeed, the very effort

to find a solution in such matters may itself change conditions to

such an extent that no ultimate solution is possible, much as in

physical science, according to the indeterminacy principlu, .o ab-

solute measurements can be made in the realm of sub - atomic partic.,is

because the very attempt to establish the position of a particle will

at the same time displace that particle from its position.

iiowever, as in other areas of human endeavor, history and

the experience and wisdom of thinkers of the past may at least pro-

vide us with some useful insights, perhaps even some partial ansaurs

to the problem of the education of women, and no period would Seem

to hold more promise in tais respect than the Age of Enlightenment

in Franc,-). For in this highly sophisticated era, with its passion

for ideas and reform, and its predilection for experimentation,

many of the best minds addressed themselves to the question of wom-

en's education. Every shade of opinion is represented here, from

the advocates for the ultra-conservative convent education received

by many young women of the time, to the ultra-progressive theories

of Jean- Jacques Rousseau, which enjoyed something of a -vogue in his

own day and which, for better or worse, have had such a heavy impact

on modern American education.

Therefore, it will be the purpose of this study to attempt

to shed some light on the education of women by (l; describing the

various types of education received by young women in 18th cen-

tury France, from the founding of St.-Cyr (1686) througn the Revo-
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lutionary period, and (2) setting forth the opinions, theories and

plans proposed by the major and minor writers of the period in re-

gard to the education of Women, from Pinelon's De l'Education des

filles (1687) to Ciondorcet's NAmoirea sur 1' Instruction EDAM!.

(1791, 1792).

Related Literature

This study is based primarily on books, articles, memoirs,

letters and other documents of 18th century Prance. Though the \

present writer has viewed these primary sources through his own par-

ticular optic and has arrived at his own conclusions, a number of

secondary source works dealing with specific authors or with vari-

OUB aspects of the education of women have proven suggestive and

helpful, in particular, Count do LuppPs Les Jeunes s is fin

d4 siecle, which vas used extensively in the latter part of

the report. An extensive bibliography of works cited or consulted

will be found at the end of the study,

Procedure

Data regarding educational practices were obtained from

studies based upon documents in national, regional and convent

archives, from comments, descriptions and recollections contained



in letters, memoirs and ne-e;s-letters, from advertisements and pro-

spectuSes appearing in mar;azines of the time, and from inferences as

to the actual nature of the educational system drawn from works crit-

ical of that system. No c u in 1 th century Franca was considerate

enou:,,h to leave us with a total accounting of that epoch's educti(,n-

al practices, and the present study lays no claim to such an achievc-

ment 2C0 years after the fact. Lacunae inevitably exist; neverth(:-

less, though a complete recreation of the historical rea.iity is Im-

possible, perhaps even superfluous, it is felt that the available

sources are sufficient to paint an objective and reasonably close

likeness.

In regard to educational :theory, an attempt was made to dif-

ferentiate and categorize the various opinions and proposals put

forth by loth century French thinkers, to determine quantitatively

the dominant views and to identify any discernable trends. .Lbibli-

ography of works dealing directly or indirectly with educational

theory was culled from a variety of sources and is believed to be

nearly complete for the period under study, so that a considerable

measure of objectivity in reporting prevailing opinions and trends

seems possible.

Results

The results, immediately following, are given in the form

of seven Chapters, divided into two principle Parts, Practices and

Proposals.
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PRLCTICES

An Exposition of the liar tour Types of
Education Received by Frenerfwamen
from the,Founding of St.-Cyr

(1685) %;?Irougn the

Revolutionary
Period.



CHA2TE1,'. I

EDUCATION ';Cif.-1-)RIVILEGED CLASSES

A) The Petites Ecoles

Primary education for the non-privileged classes was more

widespread under the ancien :ce/mne than is perhaps generally ina-

gined. Though education beyond the elementary level was restrict(:a,

especially in the case of girls, to the moneyed bourgeoisie and the

aristocracy, there exists an ample body of ev:Wence indicating that

the daughters of peasants, laborers and artisans, from the indigent

to the moderately prosperous, had considerable opportunity to ac-

quire at least the basic skills of reading, writing and arithmetic,

as well as certain manual arts suitable to women. During the 15th

century, in virtually every region of France, in country villages

no less than in towns and cities, large numbers of families, per.

haps even a majority, availed themselves of this educational oppor-

tunity by sending their daughters to what were known as the Petites

Ecoles, the Little Schools, a designation used as early as the Coun-

cil of Trent (1545-1563), where it was declared that there shall be

in each parish, in cities and in the country, a little school whose

master, preceptor or regent,. chosen by the bishop, will, free of

charge, teach poor children reading, writing, grammar, singing and



arithmetic."

at precisely were these so-called Little Schools? The

/question is not easily answered, for under the ancien regime in

France, there was little uniformity in primary education, lines of
jurisdiction were vaguely drawn and different types of schools

servea cif ferent social and economic milieux. The situation was
net the present one n the 7,;nited States, where we have at

once free public primary schools, s-cular private schools and

parochial private schools, each itL own methods, its own em-

phasis, its own goals, its awn teacher requirements, varying in

quality from community to community and confori,lin g to different

regulations from city to city and state to state.

Perhaps the simplest and most comprehensive way of defin-

ing the Little Schools is to say that they were an attempt by the

Church, the state and local ccmmunities to provide at least an el-

ementary education to everyone in France who could not, or did not

wish, to obtain one in other ways, that is, through private tutors

at home or by sending one's son to a more or less expensive college,

usually Jesuit, and one's daughter to a boarding-school convent, run
ty any one of a dozen different teaching orders. That is, the Little

Schools were meant for those who could not afford to provide private

tutors for their children or send them to live-in convents or col-
_\
le!7es, which were usually quite costly. (However, the children of

1Cited by Xaurice Gontord, 1.1-:-.1seirmament Primaire enFrance de la Revolution a la loi Guizot. saris, n.a., p. 10.



impovcrisn-6 families, they had

convent-school or a collc,70,could

dents,

the good fortune to live near a

as e::ternes, that is, day stu-

'receive an education at one or the other free of charge.)

Tne L aLittle Scco7 ,s

Council of

L., J. 1.4 L.. torC.....e. - rsd I

actca above, S

impetus f erom th

not until several

years later, after a series of provincial councils, that they be-

gan to ta.:e root an spread. For exam-.)1e,

of

direct

ia 154 eae..... archbishop

following el.e local council of Bourges, wrote: "We

parish priests to maintain little schools in their par-
-

ishes...The boys' school may be taught by the priest or his vicar

and the girls' school by a woman of piety or probity. If the

priest or his vicar cannot keep school, he may choose, alone or

with the people of the parish, a person capable of teaching...and

send aim to us to be approved, after having passed the examination

and bringing a certificate of good moral conduct. The

same will co observed for the instruction of girls. "2

long thereafter, towaras L-1C1 se inning of the 17th cen-

tury, the state began issuing a series o proclamations pertaining

to the Little Schools, thus adciag the royal authority to the

Church authority. An edict, of 1606 declares that schoolteachers in

villages must be approved by the parish priest.3 A letter

a la

Cited by Gontord, cp. o p p. 10.

-'Charles Fourrier, .T..'nseimaement francais de l':,..ntieuite

evo__.,

_

?.Iteion., Paris, 1964, p. 139.



by Louis =1- dated December 15, 1640 directs that co-educational

schools be avoided and that male teachers be put in charge of boys'

schools and female teachers be put in charge of girls' schools. 4

A royal declaration of 1690 calls for the establishment of school-

masters schoolmistresses in all tne parishes of 1,'rance; a uni-

.orm salary of Ipu pounds no- year for scnoolmastors and 100 pounds

per year for schooln-dstresses, whicn salaries were to be raised, if

necessary, by imposing a spcci:..1 tax on all the inhabitants of a par-

ish; and finally, compulsory education up to the age of judges

being ampowered to punish those who failed to 1.,:spcJet this obliga.

tion. ether declarations of 1700 and 1724 repeat, with minor mod

ifications, the esseht-a- points of the proceeding declaration of

lo) o, which ould acipear -ght to be of considerable im

porter nee toldl %J.A. CV.1.1;c:LZ.V... Of what we have nere is

nothing ss th
-

n the establisent of f..-ee, public, universal edu-

cation, compu_suly to the age of aha with tez,caers on a fixed

salary scale, conditiens fou0- t for in France

nearly two hunLi.-ed years later to-iraras the end of tile nineteenth

century. :J3::3 this mean that the ::.evolution wiped out enormous

.

gains ru,c1c under the ancicn and that battles that had once

been wen haa to be fought over a.ain't

"_e_ no. Virtua-.J.y authorities an the field agree

that, c:62:,:te the best intentions of Church and state, true univer-

rsal prim:.rj education was never achieved under the ancien relno

`-r :"'"

3- ,

-na



e more explicit than these regulations," writes H.C.

Barnard, '1.0S3 cm:ment is typical, "but -z .re is plenty of evidence

to show that -;1-, was fe.-

tary education. ,Zile .4
tar.C1 01

to :once compulsory elemen.

n-A., sufficient funds tc, fi-

nance such a project were net available; the public opinion of the

day held the office of ele..71entary teacher in low esteem; there was no

widespread desire on the part of parents of the poorer classes to

avail thamselves of an education for their children even when it was

offered free of cost. "°

Yet there is also plenty of evidence to shop: that the Little

Schools flourished throughout the 18th century in almost every region

of France and in both urban and rural areas, and that they were, for

the most part, fairly. ell-attended. In 1736 there were, in Paris

alone, 191 such schools for boys and 170 for girls, with a teaching

personnel, including auxiliaries, of about 600 men and women.7 In

45 parishes in and around the city of ChLons-sur4larne, there were

53 schools prior to 1790.
8

In the 2052 communes of the departments

of la 1.1burthe, la Meuse, la n)selle and les Vosges, the scholar L.

aggiolo counted 1993 which had, in 1759, mixed primary schools, and

293 which had separate schools for girls.9 "In Normandy," reports.

.111MM

°H.C. Barnard, The French Tradition in Education. Cambridge,
10. 40.

7Fourrier, co. cit., p. 143.

8,
A.,. Fayet, aecherches Historioucs et Statisticuos sur les

comnunes at les ecoles de la Haute- Marne. Paris, 1b79, p. 207.
9
L. Aaggiolo, Les Eccles en Lorraine avant et apres 1789.

1;ancy, 1590, p. 82.



Armand Ravelet, "out of 1159 rural parishes visited by the arch.

bishop.of Rouen from 1710 to 1717, 855 were provided with schools

and only 304 were without any; 306 had schools both for boys and

for girls.
"r10

As early as the 16th century, a Venitian ambassador de-

clarad that there seemed to be no one in France who did not '.now

..how to read and write.
11

And Philippe Aries states confidently,

gje know that in the second half of the 17th century the little

schools existed everywhere... "12 Finally, Abbe Allain writes that

in the second half of the 18th century, primary instruction had

increased enormously, careers in the liberal professionshad been

opened wide to the poor, and the children of workl.ng class families

were flockini by the thousand to primary schools.
13

Such opinions are surely exaggerated, for there can be no

doubt that illiteracy was still widespread on the eve of the Revo-

lution. A common method of obtaining statistics on illiteracy un-

der the ancien mime (or, inversely, on presumed primary school

attendance) has been through a study of signatures of husbands and

~rives in the marriage registers of various oommunities throughout

10
Armand Ravelet, Histoire du venerable Jean-P-,ptisto de la

Salle, fondateur de 11Institut aes Frii;7777Ecoles7.71777nnes.
Paris, 1674, p. 25.

11
Fran Relations des ambassadeurs venitiens. Cited by Albert

Baboau, Le Villaqe sous l'Ancien It7r.r177 Paris, lo79, 2nd ed., p. 265.

.\
lJnilippe Aries, L'Enfant et la vie familiale sous l'ancien

re7ino. Paris, 1960, p. 321.

13 /
Abbe JLliain, L' Instruction Drimaire en France avant la

Revolution. Paris, 1681, p. 119.
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conaucte in the town of Draguignan in Pro-

vence, -and covering the 100 year span .frc.:a 10 f'3 t.0 shows an in-

crease of ()O.,: in "rie nu:,ber of men wno were able to sign their names

and an increase of l34,.1; in tne =moor of wozen.

-oointca

These increases are

aL r
.

LA. AC.1. co , oy -L,fLos- ho, y or cne reason

or anot.ler2 are concern"a to chow tf-o extont of 1:-.)riz.lary education un-

/
er 'trio r..32.e.r. .1-

ko...a. / statistics they are based upon tell

another story, one of con"...a.-2-o.L" illiteracy: in 1790, only /4-6, of
. . _

tho mon in ulis same o:
,

able to sin their names

e, /
-(up from in lcy),0), only the wcmcn (up From in

1690). ,r., it may be tnat in a small, not untypical pro-

vincial to 7:n at the end of ,.e 1,Lia century, fewer than half the men

and of tile women r"uoivt.d a primary education of one

sort or another. The Venitian ambassador must not have gotten into

-Lae country to meot the plain

arisLiction Lid tne Little Schools all and

from wnat c(,urcos did they receive their financial support? Becauso

the centra authority lac::"d ,no or
tnem-ans to enforce

..a

thL, e esultino- in a," Sc "e" ",0

Livercity of pril.ctices, no matter of jurisdiction and

de l'onsnG.=-, liore cansc.s - ,.. ilb. mom.
:aris, ic9o, p.

, "to clzaents ;DrimaIr on iirovenco
"", . cur

avz.% Sw+.9 (.0.2

ep. ),o.

OMNI.
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.4.-& cci. sueport becomes dive co:r,p.ex. It can be said in general

t.; 6.4 1.1a , though sti.L1 retaining ultimate authority and still

playing a ceft%in active role, nad delegated to the Church tne actual

running of the Little Schools, to such an extent that it could be con-

,/

sidered "a veritable transfer of power."--
n

Tno Church, in turn, col-

.1a.c.',orated closely with local cc:r.m..e.r.it-L.es in re-e.2.'d to such matters as

the selection of teachers tae fine.neial suosert of the schools.

Y.oreover, it was not unusual fer wealt67 private iz:aividuals to e:,eab.

lisa enaements for the crc,at --1 C.4- --;

tary schools, f Or

ccntinuous financing of elemen.

both boys ana girls.

'Zile do facto jurisdiction f the Church can perhaps best be

seen in the relationsaip of the local clergy to the schoolteacher,

for the teacher, after al', constituted the main, indeed almost the

sole ele ment of the Little ,ehools. The function of the clergy here

was enJ?ee.T.o-a: (1) to establish reulations governing the conduct of

the teachers; (2) to participate in tae selection of new teachers;

and (3) to -orov''e = in6pection of the teachers selected..o. rk, h

set of reuLations gcve

- of i'alzun, I-:onsieur de Roquette, issued a

Little Schools; divided into two

parts, the first tart deals with the conduct of teachers in regard

to tnamseIv33" k.n the second, "the duties of schoolmasters towards

their

:eurrier,

17

so. cit., D. 140.

C,rdohn!Inces a.7.1Caa.:-0; de -_onsei7ncur lteveue dtAutun...

_

Cited by Anatole de Ch:-. :masse, Etat de l'instruction
N. NON./.0

l'ancion diocese dtPutun eendant les disc-septiZme et

slocles. Dario, lo 2nd ec,., 2. 2o.

11111011111110610111.11111.11111111illilliiir



-hose rc :ulationz, which wer:, ana posted in the schoo-s, ca""

en sevr: as:,3cts of the ,i"tle schools, and we

1 ,- th
.

LC :S{0 is like fi toee:: :r. k
e"'

article, .w:lich ""s df.fwn tn..; ", ""teach,;,." neet

to -dractice their profession: they ,au"t, ;resent to

viers a certificate of gcoa noral conduct, their 0a% "'tO CCAr ..11 1.4 .1.

cato an if they are married, thi :ir marriAr,e contract; or VI

in addition, undergo an exaI.Lhatinn and, if they are considered ca2r...-

ale of teachin7, they are required to take an oath to acquit thrinsolves

- .

faithfully of their duties and to observe the regulations. `later, to

spare toacher-candidates the difficulties and the expense of a trip to

1.61

Autun, local arch-priests were empowered to examine and authorise themeT

In Jousses du ouvernonon at tomnorel des

paroisses of 1761, it is laid down that schoolmasters and schoolmis-

tresses must have the approbation or visa of the bishop or the eccle-

siastic in charge of education in the diocese, and sometimes of tfee

local parish priest.
19

The Little Schools of faris fell under the authority of the

dean of the cathedral of Notre Dame, and more specifically under is

delegate, the precentor. The precentor was aided in his duties by 1-,-:;o

assistants and a clerk. It was he who established the nu m-oer of schools

and their location and the numoer of students to he admitted. It was

he also who inspected the schools and drew up the regulations govern-

lb
ibid., p. 29.

19Cited by la. Fayet, on. cit., p. 47.



e,e".11. :11 1,c,faaps nest important of the precentors autics was

uo oatrs the teachers to f, %.:Lsh them with letters eI

competence, fo... -lion they paia,

2.aris,

call GC. synod-u,

indeed quite

a 10

dearly .

26

of pedagogical conference

the schoolmasters
nl

and mistresses V.I.

".0 the sync :% of 1672, a certainun- city expocted to at-u:na.

Sonnou, one of the precontorls two assistants, delivered him-
.

self of an "exhortation" which is worth citing at lonth for to light

it sheds on the quality, goals and general atmosphere of the Little

Schools.

Vous ctos commis, messieurs ot mosd'Imes, et otaolis

oar monsour le chanc,ro de de 2aris ncn seuic

mnt pour ensei-nor aux enfants a lire, a ecrirc, lrarith-
/,

neticue, le calcul tant au jet qui°. ,a plume, le service,
./

la (7rez.mairo, mais encore pour lour enseigner lo catocnisn

ou ilinstruction do la doctrine chrAienno, ciestZ.diro
la science des saf..nts, le chemin du ciel, at los bonnes

,

moeurs, avec la practiquo de toutos los vertus cnrotiennes

et noraless tant par l'instruction verbale quo par vos bons

examples...
:otro Seigneur cc:1==F a faire et puffs a onscigner.

onsoi::na promfdrument par sos actions et (insult° par

scs paroles. Plus (min :event exempla own verba.

Vous &oyez done oar enseinor,avoc los bow nos

tros tout, lo cren quii-.1s sent obliges de faire pour servir

Dieu at pour etre sauves, ctost-a-dire, en deux mots, la

science et la vertu, qui sont los deux plus boaux dons,
./ -

los deux plus belles cun,aites et los deux plus beaux talents

ou'un horriro puisso -cossoder en co monde. U''ost ce que Davia

de;:andait a Dieu tres souvent, et lo priait instamment de

lui enseigner... Vous dovoz avoir cos deux qualit6s de

vant et do vortueux tout onsamble; et co :Vest as asses a'

avoir Itun sans l'autre, parce quo la science sans la ver-

tu rend l'hanlo suoerbe, et la vertu sans is science le rend

inutile... A. \
nsoignoz-lesaletrobionobeissantsaleurs here of

loursparonts, a leursnaltros at nai tresses, a lours

2,ourrier, on. cit., p. 142.
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,)',; a 1,3Ut __C! mond°, souvenoz-vows encore 414E
gratuitament aussi brien

cue los autres.'-

some loca-it_s - , clergy see::is uo have assumed

-o'- rcs2onsibility for the nirin,l; of teachers, this function

generally devolved jointly upon tne clergy and the citizens of

the local community or their representatives in the town council.

"In Paris, Lyons and a few other large cities," 1:rites

bort Laboau, "it seems that the municipal authorities did not in-

tervene in the choice of teachers for the little schools. It was

not the sez:le elsewhere, hog: ever, and one can point to the conflict

bet:eon the precentor and the city of Mcon in regard to the aP...

pointment of one of these teachers."
22

Conflict arose also on the question of whether teachers

should be chosen by the town council or by all the inhabitants

of a community. Eabeau, in his book on the village under the

,

cien rec7imo, a companion to his work on cities, quotes the opinion

of a committee of the provincial assembly of Champagne, upholding

the right of all the citizens to make decisions regarding the

teachers of their communities. "The wages of schoolteachers," de-

clai-ed the committee, "are gen3rally paid by each head of family;

every inhabitant has a personal right to vote on the retention,

21
Cited by ..'hilioert 2amoce ";--anort histericue sur los

cs nr^laAros de 7a vile de Paris,- demais lour oriine

la du 2c ;tl:n lt33 Paris, 1639, pp. 66,69.

p. 4.1.;2d0.

22Aloert Eabeau, -la Ville sous l'Ancien R67!Ine.Paris,1580,-
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the disaissal or the replacement of these public men, and we believe

that the deliberations of the communities relative to these ques-

tions must be made or confirmed in a general assembly of the in.

habitants."
23

This appears to be the procedure followed in most country

parishes.
24 However, in larger towns and cities (except for the

largest: *Paris, Lyons and a few others, as previously noted), the

teachers were usually chosen by the notables of the vicinity, in-

cluding the local clergy, in the name of the community. Such for

example was the case in Libourne, where the "political council,"

composed of the mayor, the magistrates and six "upright men," par-

ticipated in the appointment of schoolmas,ers.
25

Financial support for the Little Schools, which meant, in

effect, the payment of the teachers3 salaries, generally came, in

one formoranother, from the local community, occasionally from the

Church or wealthy individuals, never from the state. Though the

royal declaration of 1698 called for wages of 150 pounds for school-

masters and 100 pounds for schoolmistresses, this varied widely

23From a letter of Juno 17, 1788 in the Archives of the de.

partment of Aube. Cited by Albert Babeau, Le Village sous l'Ancien

Regime, op 290, 291.,

24
See also Charmasse, op. cit., p. 59; A. Bellee, Recherches

sur l'instruction publique dans le d6lpartement de la Sarthe avant et

p;dauer la Avolution Le :.:ans, 1875, p. 13; Fayet, op. cit., p. 48.

2
5Allain, 22. cit., p. 123.
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from community to community, usually on the low side. Charmasse

states that while the diocesan authorities of Autun recommended a

uniform tax, they also suggested that consideration be given to the

customs and poverty of the locality, the result of which qualifica-

tion was to introduce a great variety in the matter of wages, de-

pending upon place, time, population and the tastes and wealth of

the citizenry.
26

Funds were raised, first of all, by what Charmasse calls

free and proportional taxation: free in the sense that it applied

only to those who sent their children to school; proportional in

that it took into account the extent of instruction, that is, five

sous a month for those who were learning only to read, ten sous when

writing was added, and fifteen sous if arithmetic and Latin were in-

cluded.
27

These "fees" varied from place to place: in Malay in rgi

it was three sous for reading and five each for writing, arithmetic

and, plain chant;28 in Doulaincourt in 1750, four, five, six or seven

sous, depending upon the level of instruction.
29

Another method of raising money for education, practiced in

certain communities, was through a system of taxation imposed on all

the inhabitants of a parish, but proportional to their status or

26
Charmasse, OD. cit.; p. 47,

27Ibid., p. L8.

28Fayet, on. cit., p. 68.

29
Ibid., p. 71.
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occupation, and payable in cash or in kind. Thus, in Saint boury,

ploughmen were taxed 1 pound 16 sous per household, day-laborers 1

pound o sous per household,. and widows 15 sous per household.30

:,ten teachers were paid through a combination of means.

In Corcelie-les-Ars in 17o4, the schoolmaster received a fixed sal-

ary of 66 pounds, plus the "fees" of his pupils, plus a certain

quantity of the local wine and grain contributed by trio inhabitants.

In bouiliand in 177k, a sheaf of wheat from each farmhand was added

to a salary of 95 pounds and voluntary contributions. in Alexe in

_LatS, it was a contrioution of wine, a salary of 130 pounds a year,

the fees and extra money earned through the perfo-f..iance of certain

duties in the church.31

In addition, the schoolteacher was often given a lodging,

a garden, sometimes the right to graze his cows on community pro-

perty or to cut the grass from around the graves. he also enjoyed

the g-pecial privileges of exemption from taxation and from service

in the militia.32

iot infrequently, wealthy individuals would establish endow-

ments in favor of the Little Schools. In 1696, the countess de

Grignon left a perpetual annuity of 100 pounds, to be taken from

the income from her estates, in order to provide for a schoolmistress

for the town of Villemorien. The teacher, either a lay person or a

30
Charaasse, 22. cit., p. 48.

')1
Ibid., p. 52.

-

32
Yourrier, op. cit., p. 145.
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nun, was to teach the girls of the parish "Christian doctrine and

reading and writing." She was also expected to care for the sick.33

The marquis de Louvois gave, in 160, a sum of 21,000 pounds, yield-

ing 700 pounds of income, for the maintenance of two sisters of the

order of St. Lazare in the town of Louvois. In addition to caring

for the sick and distributing 400 pounds of the income for the re-

lief of the poor (the other 300 pounds, they used for their own

maintenance), they were to provide elementary education to the girls

of the vicinity free of charge.
34

In 1753, Philippe Boidot, a doc-

tor of theology at the Sorbonne and one of the chaplains of Notre

Dame, willed a sum of 11,000 pounds for the founding and maintenance

in Autun of two free schools, one for boys and ono for girls. They

were to be established in favor of the poor children of the neighbor-

hood of Xarchaux, where the benefactor had been born.35

Though no budgetary allocations in favor of the Little Schools

can be found in the records of the central government, the state did,

nevertheless, play a certain role in primary education. This con-

sisted mainly of approving or disapproving the school taxes voted by

the local communities, for in matters of taxation, the state ruled

supreme. For example, representatives of the crown were opposed to

33Albert Babeau, LlInstruction primaire dans les carmagnes
avant 1789 22apres des documents tires des archives communales et
.dlartementales de 1'Aube. Troyes, 1875, p771T7---

34
J. Chardon,

do Reims vers la fin
Brie, Sept. 1881, p.

35Charmasse, a.. cit., pp. 69, 70.

"Etat general de l' instruction dans la
du XVIIIe sicle." Revue de Champagne
228.

diocese
et de



tle practice of payments in kind, which no doubt went against their

habits of orderliness and regularity. In Bourgogne, by the end of

the 16th century, this practice all but disappeared at the insist.
36

ence of the king's commissioner.

It can be seen, then, that while the local community, or

sometimes a wealthy individual, provided the funds to support the

Little Schools, and while the state passed on the manner of raising

the funds, the main responsibility for elementary. education in

/
France under the ancien regime, fell upon the Church, which drew up

the rules and regulations, participated in the selection of teachers

and provided for periodic inspections.

It can be seen also that, except for those established by

private endowments, the Little Schools were generally not free, the

pupils in attendance soften having to pay a fee or tuition which var-

ied in accordance with what they were learning. However, in commu-

nity after community, the Little Schools were instituted and teach-

ers hired with the understanding that indigent children would be ac-

cepted without charge. The bishop of Chalons, in establishing sep

arate schools for girls, declared in an edict of 1693: "Schoolmis-

tresses will accept without distinction the children of the rich and

the poor and will display an equal affection towards both, even

though they shall receive no payment from the poor."37 This admo-

nition to teach the poor free of charge is reported so frequently in

36Ibid., p. 53.

37Fayet, a. cit., p. 285.
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regional studies on primary education prior to the Revolution, that

we can .safely assume it was a practie.) generally accepted throughout

France.

she 1 Schools like? Accordin; to

instructions laid down by an anonymous priest towards the end of

17th century,

The room in which class is conducted shoula be large

and spacious, in proportion to the number of children to

be taught in it; for example, a room 26 feet ion?: by 17

or lc feet wide and 12 feet high is required for aoout.

IOU children, so thlt the huat will not cause any pad o-

dors, resulting in illness to either the teacher or the

pupils, especially in Paris where the air is quite hor-

rid; and on this basis, the rest should be constructed

proportionately. The room should be well provided with

windows with glass panes, or at least transparent paper

ones. ;,nd if it be possible for the room to have windows

on three sides, and even all four, this would be best,

for in summer, when the weather is warm, there cannot be

too much air to dispel all trio bad =ells of the children.

In the winter the windows should be tightly closed

because of the cold, to waich children who are forced to

remain in one place and not stir about, are very sensitive;

nevertheless, the teacher will order someone to open them

as soon as everyone leaves the room, in order to get out

the bad air and bring in fresh air, and then reclose them

a little before the pupils return; and when the,weather is

mild, he will keep them open during the lesson...3°

Though the room may seem rather crowded to us of today,

such were the conditions deemed optimum under the ancien

The reality, however, did not always equal the ideal: Fourrier

38Anon., Ins-eruction m,-ithodioue pour 1' tole naroissi,

e.rEst;e c1-1 favuuz. c.c.s petites e717t7- p.149.
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points out that in the mountains, it was not rare for the school to

be located in a stable, where a soft warmth would reign.39 Else-

where, heating was usually at the expense of the families, each

child bringing a log to school in the morning.
40

The schoolrooms, such as they were, were sometimes provided

by the Church, according to Babeau, but more often they were built

or purchased solely with community funds.
41 Fourrier adds that the

teacher himself would sometimes rent a schoolroom, as inexpensively,

of course, as possible.
42

Most of the Little Schools were apparently open only during

the winter, from Ia Toussaints (November 1st) to Easter; others,

however, remained open 10 or 11 months of the year.
43 In Coutances,

according to the regulations governing the Little Schools, published

by the bishop of the diocese in 1766, classes were to be held six

days a week, except for holidays. The regulations also stipulated

that, from La Saint Michel (September 29th) until Easter, schoolmas-

ters and mistresses would start school at 9 in the morning and again

at one - thirty in the afternoon; and from Easter until summer vaca.

39Fourrier, 22. cit., p. 145.

40Ibid., p. 145.

413abeau, L'Instruction primarie, p. 28.

42Fourrier, op. cit., p. 145.

43Babeau, L'Instruction primaire. p. 36.
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tion, they would start at 8 in the morning and at 2 in the afternoon,

44
each session lasting two full hours. School hours were longer in

Autun, where the bishop decreed that class shall start at seven-thirty

in the morning and continue to ten-thirty between Easter and La

Toussaints; and at eight o'clock to ten-thirty between La Toussaints

and Easter. Throughout the year, afternoon classes in the diocese of

Autun were to be held from one-thirty to four.
45

Thus, there was considerable variation in the length of both

the school year and the school day. Moreover, despite the injunc-

tion in the king's declaration of 1696, making school attendance ob-

ligatory up to the age of 14, there is little evidence to suggest

that this injunction was widely, or even usually, adhered to. In

1695 or 1696, M. Henry de Thiard de Bissy, bishop of Toul, ordered

the parents of his diocese to send their children, both boys and girls,

to school under pain of losing the sacraments.
46 Such a command,

with its attendant punishment in case of non-compliance, was no doubt

uniformly observed in the diocese of Toul. But such ordonnances are

rare, and the amount of illiteracy, as measured by the number of hus-

bands and wives who were able to sign their names in the marriage

registries of their local communities, strongly indicates that school

attendance, even in localities where Little Schools existed, was far

from universal. Considering France as a whole, it is doubt'ul that

44Abbe Allain, 221.. cit., p. 154.

45
Charmasse, 22. cit., p. 31.

46Alexandre.Ott, Un Mot sur l'instruction primaire. Nancy,

1880, p. 7.
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more than 50;; of the men and 25;0 of the women were receiving a'n ele-

mentary education by the end of the 18th century, whi'th, however,

represents a hugh increase over preceeding centuries. The ancien

rep:ime had begun to bestow an education on its lower classes, and

in so doing, in teaching its most impoverished and downtrodden chil-

dren to read, and to read not only the catechism and the lives of

the saints, but also Voltaire and Rousseau, it perhaps hastened its

own downfall.

One of the questions that seems to have bulked large in edu-

cational thinking under the ancien rem was the separation of the

sexes in the Little Schools. Everywhere, teachers were admonished

not to conduct mixed classes, or if so, only under special conditions.

A statute of 1687 in the diocese of BesanRon spells out the dangers

and lays down a formal prohibition:

Since the senses, the thoughts and the hearts of men

are, from adolescence, inclined to evil, we, wishing with
all our might to avert the innumerable dangers of a too
great familiarity between youths of the opposite sex,

formally forbid schoolmasters to accept girls over nine

years of age in their classes, or even to instruct those
who are under this age, except at times and in places

separate from those used for the instruction of boys.
47

The danger, apparently, was not limited to contact between boys and

girls, for the bishop of Acqs reports in a letter of 1752 that he

had been obliged to chase certain teachers from his diocese because

47Fayet,, 22. cit., pp. 281, 282.
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of "horrors committed with young girls."
46

In foul, in 1686, a sy.

noda-4. statute decreed that boys and girls were not to be admitted to

the same schools and that "schoolmasters were not to teach girls in

their homes, nor schoolmistresses boys, under pain of excommunica.

tion."
49

M. de moquette, Bishop of Autun, writes in 1669 that the

mixing of boys and girls has always been a bad thing and that he had

even learned of some "distressin.: accidents." He therefore felt it

necessary to order the establishment of two schools in each parish,

one for girls and one for boys; the girls' school to be taught by a

woman and the boys' school by a man; and under pain of excommuni-

cation, schoolmasters were not to admit girls to their classes and

schoolmistresses were not to admit boys.50

However, according to most researchers, the prohibition

against mixed schooling was not generally enforced or adhered to,

and in communities where only one school existed, a not infrequent

occurrence, girls were usually admitted to class along with boys,
51

46
Viconte Serurier, L'instructic,n primaire dans la x4crion

des Pyr4nSes occidentales, st2cialement en B6arn, luza...22L. Pau,
1874, p. 10.

49
Ott, 22. cit., p. 10.

5UCnarmasse, c2. cit., p. 2c).

51=:'' Foup, LIEnsefwna:1-nt prirrAire et liens021.ni.s.:a3nt

des Zilles a Draguignon sous liancion roime et la revolution.
Draguignon, 1017, p. 2c. Also, Charmasse, op. cit., p. 2y. Abbe
Rameau, "L'Instruction primaire avant 1709." Revue de
la Soci6.6 Litt6raire, Historique et Archeolo ue du d'epartement
de l'Ain, juillet-aogt lo7o, p. 17y. Abb op. cit., p.
236. Abbe Giliant, Les Lcoles de filles avant la solution.
Verdun, 1893, pp. 11, 12.
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;nen separate schools were maintained, it was often the wife or the

daughter of the schoolmaster who took charge of the girls. 52 Or, in

many cases, a lay person, a "pious, God-fearing" spinster or widow,

was hired for the position by the community. In 1703, the communal

council of the town of Draguignan at the request of the bishop of

7rejus, contributed a lodging to a "woman of great virtue" who had

come to the town "to instruct girls and to teach them to be virtu-

ous."53 In Verdun, in 1726, a secular schoolmistress by the name

of 1:arie-Jeanne La Roche opened a school with the permission of the

town council, which accorded her the usual exemptions given to school-

54
masters. Cften, no doubt, the women who devoted themselves to the

education of girls were perhaps better known for their piety than

their science, but in Dijon, there exist& a sort of guild for school..

masters and schoolmistresses, and to be admitted to it, one was re-

quired to pass an examination.55 abeau also mentions the existence

of pious spinsters who voluntarily devoted themselves, without remu-

neration, to the teaching of poor giris.56

7i;here did these women receive their teacher training? For

52
SaBur Marie-Pierre Fracard, LIEducation des filles a Niort

au XVII(' siecle. Niort, 1950, p. 43. Also, Abb( Rameau,
p. 179.

53Poupe, OD. cit., p. 33.

54Abb4 Gillant, oP. cit, pp. 12, 13.

55i3abeau, La Ville sous liancien r6c-ime, p. 495.

c6
Ibid.
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most of them:the answer must be nowhere. A few, however, had the

opportunity to attend a secular normal school, a very limited num-

ber of which were founded in the lai,ter part of the 17th century.

In 1672, the bishop of Chalons established several female lay teach-

ers in the principal towns of his diocese for the purpose of "at-

tending to the Christian education of young girls" and "training

schoolmistresses in order to send them out into the parishes."57

The young women attending these "normal schools"lived in, but it

was strictly forbidden to them to take any kind of vows or to form

any regular community; neither were they to "possess, have, receive

or acquire in common any inheritances, annuities or settlements, or

any domains other than the houses necessary for their lodging and

the performance of their exercises."
58

This institution, according

to Cillieuls, was immediately imitated in the neighboring diocese of

Reims,
59

and was itself an imitation, according to Eabeau, of simi-

lar establishments existing in "several diocese of France.
"60

* *

What were the qualities, ideally, that the 18th century

sought in its primary school teachers? These were laid out, con-

57
Ibid., p. 493.

58Cillieuls, 22.. cit., p. 333.

59110id.

60
Babeau, La Ville, p. 495.
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veniently and touchingly, in a book of instructions for the use of

schoolmasters and mistresses in the Little Schools.
61

The manual,

first publishcc, in 1685, was widely road for the next 100 years.

It is full of human understanding, good common sense and many

practical -aggestions for handling pupils, for teaching them the

various disciplines and, in general, for running a school. Yary

of our present-day schoolteachers could very well profit from some

of its advice. A few citations, giving the tone of the book, will

necessarily have to suffice here.

Just as the heart is the first to come alive and the

last to die in man, and is the principal repository of the

soul, so the master in school must be the heart, animated

by the spirit of God, which gives spiritual life to his

whole little family... In order to impart the Christian

spirit to children in the little schools, one must choose

a person, either ecclesiastic or lay, who not only possesses

all the cammon and Christian virtues, but who has studied

them so carefully that he can teach them with facility to

all those who are placed under him, both by precept and by

example.
o2

On the prudence of the teacher in regard to his pupils:

The teacher must content himself what his pupils

are capable of doing. Just as a teacher of writing must

provide examples that are well-formed and perfect, while

contenting himself with a pupil who, in the beginning,

will write only imperfectly, so a schocaster must be

perfect in everything he teaches his pupils and must be

content with those whom he knows are doing their little

best (though they do little indeed), unless they show

themselves to be completely inept in learning to read,

which for some will become evident after a month or two

and for others after four or six months, deconding upon

the care and diligence they put into it; thereupon, hay-

ing tried every possible method without success, he must

let their parents know, asking them to have patience and

holding out to them the hope that perhaps their child's

61
!mon., Instruction ne1thoalque pour llescole paroissiale,

,.

dressee en favour des Esfrites_ ecoles. Paris, 16U7
62710,4 p. 1.



wit will return, and that in the meantime they be kind
enough to withdraw him for a while; for often, parents
blame th9 teacher and not the pupil if the latter learns
nothing.°3

On the patience of the teacher in regard to his pupils:

Sometimes there are pupils who serve only to try
the patience of the teacher, same because of their stu-
pidity, and they must be tolerated when there is no mai..
ice intended; others because of their laziness, and
they must be punished; others because of their bad hab-
its of wheedling or dallying, and they have to be re-
deemed with great patience, or in the end, if they fail
to reform, be made to leave school; others out of pure
malice, and theyntstbe worked on and punished with pru-
dence and discretion... But in all cases, patience is
very necessary, principally for suffering the reproaches
of the poor; for since the poor are naturally quite an-
gry and upset because of their need, they believe that
when the teacher makes them wait to kke their children,
it is only because of their poverty.'

On the personal comportment of the teachers:

If he is often invited to drink or eat in town, he
must express his gratitude and excuse himself politely,
and accept as seldom as possible, 1,pecially if he is an
ecclesiastic.°5

Other qualities of the teacher that the anonymous author

of the manual discusses with the same warm- heartedness and down-

to-earth sensibleness are temperance, chastity, modesty, humility,

perseverance, strength, magnanimity and confidence.

Not only must teachers refuse too-frequent invitations to

drink or dine in town, but in addition, according to regulations

published by a bishop in the department of Aube in 1785, they are

63Ibid, p. 13.

64Ibid., p. 30.

65Ibid., p. 19.
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forbidden "to maintain taverns, to play the violin or other instru.

merts in public, to attend dances and parties, to frequent cabarets,

or to engage in any traffic, or to exercise any employment which is

incompatible with their position."66 The bishop of Autun, in 1685,

advises 'schoolteachers to be modest in their dress and their bear-

ing, to be restrained in their conversation, to shun cabarets and

games of chance, and to flee evil company. 67 Addressing himself

specifically to women teachers, the bishop of ChLons, in 1672, de-

clares that since "schoolmistresses are destined to instruct by

word and by example, they will take great pains themselves to prac-

tice all the virtues they must instill in others. They will employ

their time well and avoid ever being without something useful to

68
do.

* *

Contrary to H.C. Barnard's assertion that "the public opin-

ion of the day held the office of elementary teacher in low esteem,b 9

it would appear that the schoolmaster was second only to the parish

priest in the respect and affection accorded him by the community."

66
Babeau, L'Instruction primaire,

67Charmasse, 21).. cit., p. 30.

68
Fayet, op: cit., p. 283.

69supra, p.5.

70
Roger Gal, Histoire de lleducation. Paris, 1963, p. 79.

p. 83.
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If length of service is any indication of this, then one may be

fairly sure that such was the case, for Charmasse and Abbe Allain

cite numerous instances of teachers who served 20, 30 and 40 years

in the same community, who were rewarded with pensions when they

reached old age, and whose sons were appointed to the positions

they had vacated. In 1787, Jean Lamy had been schoolmaster in

Grignon for 50 years.
71

In 1767, although the schoolmaster in the

village of Corgoloin, who had been teaching in that community for

thirty years, had reached the age of 71, the inhabitants neverthe-

less desired to continue his appointment "because of the talent he

has for instructing the youth." The schoolmaster, however, de-

cided to retire, whereupon it was recorded in the minutes of a

meeting of the town council that "several members of the community,

and among them the most notable, would like, by way of expressing

their gratitude to him, to be permitted to provide him with a life-

annuity at the expiration of his contract."72

"Once a teacher was accepted," writes Abbe Allain, "it was

extremely rare for him to be replaced, and frequently the position

of teacher was perpetuated in the same family. n73 In certain par-

ishes of the district of Yonne only three or four teachers filled a

given post in the course of an entire century.
74,

In Saint-Pervay-

71
Charmasse, is. cit., p. 91.

72
Ibid., pp. 91, 92.

73
Abbe Allain, 22; cit., p. 136.

74
Ibid.
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Espreux, the Little School had only seven teachers from 1678 to

1792, one of whom submitted his resignation after 45 years of

service because, he claimed, he was being persecuted by the lord

of the parish.
75 Such examples can be multiplied until little

doubt remains that, by and large, primary school teachers enjoyed

the confidence and respect of the communities in which they taught

and, usually, lived out their lives.

* *

Children were not sent off to school until about the age of

7 or 8, according to Aries, and left at the age of 11 or 12 to be-

gin their life's work.
76 However, according to Babeau, since in

many places school was conducted only during the winter months, it

was not unusual for pupils to continue until the age of 16 or 18.
77

Those who populated the Little Schools came mainly from the working

classes -- farmers, day-laborers, artisans; sometimes from the mid-

dle classes -- shopkeepers, tradesmen, professionals; never from

the homes of the wealthy or noble, who could afford to employ pri-

vate tutors at home cr to send their children to expensive convent

schools or private coliemes. In 1748, the municipal officers of

the town of Boulonge-sur-Mer decided it would be a good idea to

have "a public school for girls of the middle class whose fathers

75Ibid.

76ArieS, OD. cit., p. 335.

77Babeau, Le Villa7e, p. 293.
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are not able to put them in convents and who are loathe to send them

to the charity school."
78

What the town councilors were calling for

was, in effect, a Little School for middle class girls.

It was common practice in the Little Schools for the teacher

to choose several of his pupils for the performance of various du-

ties. Observers or Monitors were appointed "to watch over the class

and diligently take note of the chatterers when the teacher is not

there... or those who murmur while studying their lessons."
79

There

were also Water Fetchers, Sweepers, Preceptors ("the smartest in the

class, to help the others with their lessons"), Prayer Reciters,
were

Readers and Writing Officers; included in the lastAGuardians of the

80
Ink and Powder and, finally, the Ink Well Fillers. The following

passage from the Instruction methodique on the Ink Problem gives a

fascinat

Schools.

intimate glimpse into the day to day life of the Little

Each pupil will take care to bring to school good ink
for writing, in his ink-horn, and the ink shall be neither
muddy nor too'light, but well-colored, very clear and even.

flowing. The procedure being followed now in several well.
run schools is quite good, for it does away with all the
reproaches resulting from the indecencies that children are
in the habit of perpetrating upon each other, sometimes tak-

ing the ink of their classmates when they have failed to

bring any themselves, sometimes, in taking it furtively,

letting it drop on the work or paper of their classmates,
which very often causes disorder in the classroom. To

remedy this, and many other knaveries which are committed
by children, to whom money is given for the purchase of irk

78Cilleuls, 22. cit., p. 42. Charity. schools, which will be

discussed later, were elementary schools. run by various religious
teaching orders for the benefit of the indigent. --:

79Ingszlimmethodictue, pp. 71, 72.

8°Ibid., pp. 68-79,



and which they spend otherwise, it has been established
that each pupil who is learning to write will give in ad-
vance, at the beginning of the month, one sou to one of
the most trustworthy members of the class, who will be
chosen for this function and who will take care to pur-
chase and furnish ink communally to all the pupils; which
ink will be put in ink-horns of lead or of horn set in
plaster and secured to the pupils' desks by means of four
little pegs, so that they cannot be overturned. And this
procedure must be strictly adhered to by all the children
who are learning to write, pointing out the harlful con-
sequences to parents who voice any objections.

.

* *

Discipline in the Little Schools was no doubt stricter than

in our present era of permissiveness, but, despite the fact that

corporal punishment was permitted, it was far from unreasonable; in-

deed, in its moderation and common-sensicalness, its fairness, its

understanding of children and its emphasis on morality, it is not

inconceivable that it helped form better citizens and better human

beings than our present-day methods. Two chapters devoted to the

question of discipline in a pedagogical work of the 18th century ad-

mirably illustrate the characteristics just mentioned.
82

The first

of the two chapters deals with "That Which Must Be Avoided in the

Punishment of Children." (a) Above all, there must be good reason

for meting out punishment. (b) All excesses must be avoided. (c)

Whims, ill-humor or emotion should never govern the punishment of

children. (d) They should never be insulted. (e) One should take

81Ibid., p. 190.

82
Anon., Essai d'une Ecole chretienne, ou Manfere d'instruire

chr'tiennement les enfants dans les 66oles. Paris, 1724, part VI,
chapters XIX and XX. We are following AbbefAllainis excellent sum-
mary of these two chapters, 22. cit., pp. 157.159.



care not to accustom children to being whipped, for "it blocks the

mind, causes them to learn nothing, and hardens them rather than

makes than more tractable." (f) The rod must not be used for minor

offenses, which should be oorrected by suitable privations or a

severe tone and attitude. (g) A few minor misdemeanors should be

allowed to pass so that the children will not develop an aversion

to school.

The second of the two chapters instructs teachers in "That

Which Must Be Observed in the Punishment of Children." "There are

schoolmasters and schoolmistresses," writes the anonymous author,

"who have the gift of making themselves feared without having to re-

sort to oorporal punishment, simply through their words or a serious

and grave demeanor, and who are able to make themselves loved with-

out becoming too familiar or joining in laughter with the children."

Such is the ideal, followed by specific recommendations for arriving

at it. (a) Pupils should first be warned. (b) Next come punishments

designed to humiliate making them kneel, assigning them seats in

the back of the roam, having them learn supplementary lessons. (c)

They are then threatened with a whipping, but it goes no further at

first than the threat. (d) Every means of punishment must first be

exhausted before resorting to the whip, even then it should be used

only with much circumspection and moderation so as not to bruise or

wound the children. (e) They must be made to understand that they

are being punished for their own good, apportioning the punishments

and diversifying them according to the nature of the delinquency.
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(f) Serious offenses must be dealt with without mercy; liars, thieves,

slanderers, hot..heads, backbiters,aggressors, libertines, the insolent,

the foul-mouthed, the rebellious, and those who disobey their fathers

and mothers shall be severely punished. Stubborn disobedience shall

not be pardoned, nor shall repeated and sustained lying, habitual ir-

reverence in church and inveterate laziness. (g) On the other hand,

inadvertent errors should be treated with indulgence and minor misde-

meanors committed in school should be punished gently. (h) Pupils msy

be exonerated fran punishments they deserve by means of "diligence

points" which they may have accumulated.

Similar views on discipline and punishments are found in the

Instruction methodigue and in J.B. de la Salle's Conduits des ecoles

chretiennes. In the latter work, dating from the end of the 17th cen-

tury, the famous Christian pedagogue writes that

In order to be useful to the pupil, the correction must
be 1. pure and disinterested, that is, without any desire
for vengeance; 2. charitable, that is, executed in a spirit
of veritable charity for the pupil; 3. just; 4. in propor-
tion to the offense; 5. moderate; 6. calm, so that the
punisher does not feel moved by anger; 7. prudent; 8. vol-
untary on the part of the pupil, that is, understood and ac-
cepted by h; 9. received with respect; 10. silent on
both sides.°)

Are such methods "brutal and humiliating," as Fourrier,

writing in 1964, states784 Perhaps. No doubt the answer depends,

in part at least, on such diverse factors as la race, le mament le

milieu, on the psychological make-up of the individual pupil and

teacher, on a proper understanding (and we are still a good way from

83
Cited by Abbe Allain, 22. cit., p. 160.

84Fourrier, 22. cit., p. 146.



having attained it, despite the many advances in the social sci-

ences). of the ultimate effect on human beings as a group of vari-

ous methods of discipline, on one's idea of what constitutes prog-

ress, and, ultimately, as in practically all things involving peo-

ple, on one's particular system of values.

* *

Teaching methodology in the Little Schools underwent a rad-

ical change towards the end of the 17th century. Up to that time,

the individual method was used, that is, the teacher, with the help

of his student "precentors," attended to each pupil on an individu-

al basis, dividing up his time more or less equally among the sev-

eral members of the class.85 Such a method has, of course, serious

shortcomings, notably that in a class of say 50 pupils, with three

hours a day devoted to reading, each pupil will receive about four

minutes of instruction and be idle for two hours and fifty-six min-

utes. At the end of the century, the individual method began to be

replaced by "simultaneous" instruction, that is to say, different

levels of reading and writing are established by the teacher, and

pupils at the same level are grouped together. La Salle, in his

/'Conduite des ecoles chretlennes, proposes that "While one of the

pupils reads aloud, all the others in his group will follow along

in their books, which ,Jy should always have at hand. The teach-

er will very carefully see to it that everyone is reading softly

85AbbAllain, oz. cit., p. 155.
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what the reader is reading aloud, and from time to time he will have

others read a few words in order to surprise them and to find out if

they are reading properly; if they have not been following, the

teacher will impose upon them some penitence or punishment."86 The

same procedure, according to Sister Fracard, was followed in girls'

schools: "Reading was taught at different levels; pupils at the

same level, grouped around the schoolmistress or the monitor, fol-

lowed along in the same book. "87

When pupils made mistakes While reciting, teachers were ad-

vised to be gentle and patient in correcting them. The bishop of

Autun, in his regulations of 1685, recommends that teachers "have

their puptls recite their lessons without hurrying them..., and if,

while reading, they make any mistakes, to correct them gently, with-

out insulting them, striking them or pushing them too harshly."
88

* *

What did the children study in the Little Schools? The cur-

riculum appears to have been rather meager, restricted to the three

R's, and a good deal of instruction in plain chant, religion, and

manners and morals.
89

In addition to these, the Instruction mtho-

clique prescribes "the principles of Latin and Greek for those who

86
Cited by Abbe Allain, OD. cit., p. 156.

87Fracard, 22. cit., p. 44.

88
Charmasse, 2.2. cit., p. 31.

89
Allain, OD. cit., pp. 163, 164; Ott, ao.cit., p. 5;

Charmasse, 22. cit., p. 81; Fracard, op. cit., p. 44.
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are capable of learning them, so that they may be able to enter

a good college and be among the best in their class there."9°

Competition for a place in an "Ivy League" school is apparently

not unique to our own times! More seriously, such a statement,

in a pedagogical work dating from the end of the 17th century,

points, surprisingly, to a certain measure of social mobility in

a society generally thought to be rigidly stratified. Latin and

Greek for boys who show promise and who might go on to higher

education; for girls of the non-privileged classes, however, for

whom any higher education was out of question, manual work, con-
\

sisting mainly of sewing, darning, weaving, knitting and various

other kinds of needlework, was almost always made a part of the

elementary curriculum. Primary education for such girls was, then,

a largely practical matter, suited to their needs andtheirlife-

expectations. This notion, in a few isolated places, was carried

to the extreme of not permitting girls to learn to write on the

grounds that it would be useless to them, would serve only to in-

flate their egos, and would enable them, according to schoolmis-

tress Magdelaine Adam, who exercised her profession in Doulain-

court fram 1765 to 1794, "to write to their boy friends.

* *

Religious education, from all accounts, was of course,

91

90Ibid., p. 14.

91Fayet, 22; cit., p. 15.
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much stressed in the Little Schools. The bishop of Autun, for ex.

ample .. and the) example is typical prescribes the study of the

catechism every Wednesdv and Saturday, so that the children will

learn "their prayers, the mysteries of the Catholic religion, the

commandments of God and the Church, and the holy sacraments."
92

He also orders "schoolmasters on the one side, and schoolmistresses

on the other side" to assemble their pupils in Church every Sunday

and remain close to them "so that they behave themselves properly

during High Mass, Vespers and the eatechism0193 Finally, the bish-

op warns against the reading of certain kinds of books: "Because

these Little Schools must serve not only to teach reading and.writ.

ing, but to train children in piety, we forbid teachers to give then

szky work which is not useful to this effectsard fa::!ohibit the use of

books containing wicked stories, novels and similar works prejudi-

cial to salvation."
94

Several chapters of the Essai dune Cole chreiienne are

devoted to the specific details of religious instruction.
95

The

unknown author of this pedagogical work of the early 18th century

recommends that sdhool children be taught two responses in the

catechism every morning, the same number in the afternoon, that

they be required to repeat the lesson several times and then re-

92Charmasse, OD. cit., p. 31.

93Ibid., p.

94Ibid, p. 28.

95Part IV, Chapters VI through XXVIII.
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view it again during the principal catechisms, conducted twice week-

ly. During these catechisms it is suggested that the teacher read

the text of the lesson, explain it word by word and render it nor©

understandable through the use of homely explanations and histori-

cal examples, "taking care to teach children to exercise their judge-

ment more than their memory," and shvxming abstractions in favor of

making the pupils see the practical side of religious education.

Special prescriptions are given to guide the teacher in the instruc-

tional methods to be employed with unintelligent and illiterate

children, or, as we would put it today, with the slow learners, the

underachievers and the culturally deprived. Finally, numerous texts

from Holy Scripture have been gathered together here to serve as

themes for "homely instruction in Christian morality which school.

masters and schoolmistresses may give to their boys and girls."

Jean-Baptiste de la Salle, in hi; Conduite des gcoles chre

tiennes, recommends that lessons in tl-e catechism be given "every

day for half an hour, one hour on Wednesdays and the day prior ;..,o

the beginning of long vacations, and an hour and a half or Sundays

and holidays."
96

The author. of Innstruction zcl.iencrtho pour lie.

cole paroissiale reports, however, in an interesting sidelight,

that parents of schoolchildren in Paris had been complaining of

the length of time devoted to the study of the catechism, and that

therefore the time schedule had been modified. The last quarter

hour of class every afternoon, he tells us, had been consecrated

96
at. cit., p. 243.
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to religious instruction; in addition, according to the orders of

Monsieur le Chantre, director of the Little Schools in Paris, every

Wednesday and Saturday afternoon of the school year had been given

over to the study of the catechism. However, "since parents were

complaining that most of their children's time was being spent in

the exercise of the catechism, it was deemed appropriate to substi-

tute Sundays for Saturdays."97 Thus, while it is clear that reli-

gious education occupied an important place in the Little Schools,

which is of course no more than natural when the school system is

governed largely by the clergy, there did exist safeguards against

excesses even in this area. The power of parental protest!

* *

One of the subjects regularly taught in the Little Schools,

and which, to our loss perhaps, is no longer deemed worthy of at-

tention in most of our schools today, was civility, or good man-

ners. No less a personnage than the Venerable de la Salle did not

consider it unworthy of himself to compose a work to which he gave

\
the title: Les Rbgles de la bienseance et de la civilite chre-

tienne. Another widely read book of etiquette, the Instructions

familtesres,98 was taken from Part IV of the Instruction mAhodique

97P. 113.

98Anon., Instructions familit;res, 22.1. contiennent bri;rement,
dans le premiez71-357371;; maximes et les pratiques fondamentales
de la Religion digEgnne, oue lion doit enseipner aux enfans dans
les Ecoleg, dans le second traite7les pratigues pha fa_ciles de la
Civili e. Extraites de la IV. Partie du Livre de l'Ecole Paroissi-
ale, zaLr servir de lecture aux enfans dans les Ecoles. Par.:77737eg.
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pour l'escole paroissiale, to which we have referred several times,

and published separately for the use of schoolchildren. The chief

object of such books and such instruction was to develop in the pu-

pils feeling of respect for their parents, their teachers, their

alders and, in general, all those deserving of respect, by pointing

out in concrete detail what one must or must not do in various situa-

tions in order to demonstrate such respect. These books also con-

tain numerous rules for propriety and decorum, some of which strike

the modern reader as rather quaint and humorous. Here are a few

examples of both the quaintly antiquated and the still applicable

\taken from the Instructions familieres:

Do not spit out the window, or throw ing dirty inthe street, as this may incommodate someone
dirty inthe street, as this may incommodate someone 11

When one is seated and someone important arrives or.
passes in front of us, one must stand up to idhow

1
hm re-

spect, especially when he wishes to speak to us.

In regard to people who are much superior to us, one
must not ask in greeting them How they are, except if one
is visiting them while they are ill.101

Napkins must be used only to wipe one's mouth, or at
most, one's fingers, the knife and the fork, but not to rub
one's face nor to blow one's nose; neither to clean the
plates and the trays nor to rub one' s teeth.102

Given the behavior of children in contemporary America, it would per-

haps not be a bad idea to reinstate lessons in civility in our pri-

mary schools.

The bishop of Autun, in his Ordonnances svnodales of 1685,

99pp, 62, 63

100pp.
64, 65.

101pp, 73.

102p. 86.



also shows a concern for the behavior of schoolchildren, but he is

more interested in their morality than their manners. Teachers,

he states, should inspire in their pupils an aversion for forbid..

den games, cabarets,, dances, ccmedies, immodesty in their dress,

and too familiar conversation with girls and with profligate boys,

"carefully seeing to it that they do not utter any indecent word

or sing any indecent songs. "103 Moreover, the bishop reminds the

teachers of his diocese that their ministry does not expire on the

threshold of the school, but that they "also have an obligation to

inform themselves of the conduct of the children outside of schood.,

and, if they learn that they are subject to any vice, to chide

them for it.
"104

*

* *

A number of textbooks for use in religious instruction are

recommended by the author of the Instruction methodique;
105

a sim-

ple listing of these texts will give a fair idea of the content of

religious education in the Little Schools. A Vie des Saints by

Pere Ribadeneyra or by Lion, "which is in two volumes, costing one

ecu, or in a larger single volume." The two volumes of La Fleur,

des examples, "from which the teacher may select stories for his

catechisms." Le Cat4hisme du dioCese, along with a few abrrs

10
3Charmasse, 911.. cit., p. 31.

104/b
id.

105pp. 59 60.
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explaining the principles of Latin; and for the pupils (also pub.

lished.separately), chapters on French spelling "withoUt knowledge

of Latin" and on the principal rules of arithmetic.

Such were the Little Schools. Under the authority of the

Church and, to a considerable extent, religiously oriented, fi-

nanced by the local community and the tuitions of the pupils,

taught by teachers who had received little or no formal training

in their profession, widespread but far from universal, rudimen.

tary in their curriculum and varying in quality from community to

community, they did nevertheless represent an important step in

the direction of free, secular, obligatory and universal primary

education, a goal which was not finally to be attained until the

1880's under the Third Republic, long after the Revolution.
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According to Sister Marie-Pierre Fracard, writing specifically a-

bout Poitou, the Charity Schools were "completely free establish-

ments, supported by the parishes or benefactors and conforming

therefore to the decisions of the Council of Trent, " whereas in

the Little Schools, "the teachers received remuneration from the

parents of the pupils."2 Such was the case, as reported by re-

searchers, in community after community throughout France.3

Even the upper-class convent schools accepted poor girls

without charge as non-resident pupils, the only stipulation being,

according to the rules and regulations of the Institute and Socie-

ty of the Nuns of Saint Ursula, that they had to be "so cleanand

so neat that the girls of good family have no reason to avoid their

company."
4

From this, Sister Fracard deduces that girls from dif-

ferent social backgrounds even attended the same classes, for if

this were not so, the regulation would be unnecessary.
5

H.C. Bare.

nard points out the mutual benefits that the children of the wealthy

and the children of the poor derived from being brought together in

the convent schools: "The daughter of 'people of quality"..., in

rubbing shoulders with her less fortunate sisters, must have gained

same inkling... of the ultimate insignificance of those class dis-

2Soeur Marie-Pierre Fracard, ca. cit., p. 40.

3See for example: Abb.') Allain, 92, cit. pp. 184-198; Albert
Babeau, L'Instruction primaire dans les campagnes..., pp. 46.49;
Anatole de Charmasse, al.. cit., pp. 4049; AbberGillant, 2a. cit.,
pp. 12, 13.

'Cited by Fracard, ok. cit., p. 29.

5Ibid.
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tinctions which bulked so largely in France under the ancien refine.

But the daughters of the poor also gained something which the petite

ecole could rarely offer them. The cultured and refined companions

of Anne's Society (ho Ursulineslinstilled into their pupils habits

of courtesy and consideration, and in all reading lessons the great-

est pains were taken to drill the pupils in a proper pronunciation

of their mother-tongue.
6

* *

Though there existed Charity Schools for the elementary edu-

cation of impoverished boys, run by priests of the teaching orders

founded by Charles Demia and Joan-Baptiste de la Salle, among others,

these were far less numerous than the Charity Schools for girls. Be.

ginning about the middle of the seventeenth century, there was a

hugh proliferation of female teaching orders, and as the number of

nuns swelled, so too did the number of Charity Schools, for their

teachers were recruited almost exclusively from the ranks of the

teaching orders. This does not mean, however, that fewer poor boys

received a primary education than girls. For one thing, boys, al-

most certainly, attended the Little Schools in far greater numbers

than girls, their parents no doubt believing it more worthwhile to

spend money to educate their sons than their daughters; and for a-

nother, indigent boys had more opportunity to attend the Jesuit-run

colleges, which began at the primary level and which accepted the

6 Barnard, OD. cit. p. 71.



poor as day-students without charge, than girls had to attend the

convent schools under the sane conditions, for the fact is that

there were simply fewer of the convent schools than there were

colleges.

One of the earliest recorded instances of nuns conducting

school for impoverished girls is recorded by Edmond Poupe. From

the communal archives of Draguignan, he found that the town coun-

cil decided, in 1532, to allocate the sum of three florins to sev-

eral "monjos" (nuns) to lodge them in a house where they were to

conduct school.
7 Who these rhonjos" were, where they came from,

whether or not they belonged to a regular order, are questions to

which the archives provide no answer. It was not, however, until

about the middle of the seventeenth century that the teaching or-

ders began to proliferate and the Charity Schoolst'td flourish. In

the 1792 edition of Helyot's eight volume Histoire des ordres relis

Vieux et nilitaires (Paris), the founding and development of one

female teaching order after another, up to the end of the eighteenth

century, is described, among them the Ursulines, Les Filles do la

Presentation de Notre-Dame, Les HospitalIeres de Saint-Joseph, Les

Dames de Saint-Lorris, Les Soeurs de la Charity, Las Filles de la

Croix, Les Files de la Providence de Dieu, Les Filles de l'Union

Chretienne, Les Filles de llEnfance de Notre Seigneur Jesus-Christ,

.\
Les Filles de Sainte-Genevieve, Les Freres et les Soeurs des Ecoles

Chretiennes et Charitables du Saint Enfant Jesus, Les Filles de

7w and Poup, on. cit., p. 28.



Notre-Dame, etc. The most widespread orders were no doubt the Ur-

sulines, the Visitandines, Les Fines de la Croix, Los Filles de la

Charite and Los Filles do Notre Dam, which still exist today as

teaching orders. In 1792, there were more than 9000 Ursulines es-

tablished as teachers in Paris the provinces.
8

For the most part, these teaching orders, subsisting, and

sometimes quite well, on the income from their invested funds, funds

brought to the order by each new postulant, were able to pay their

own way, with some assistance, occasionally, frcm the local coranuni.

ty in which they established the-aselves. A rather typical example,

except for the unfortunate end, is the group of Ursulines who came

to settle in the town of Draguignan in 1620. Originally from Aix,

they requested permission from the town council of Draguignan to es.

tablish themselves there as teachers on condition only that the town

put at their disposal suitable lodgings. The town was only too hap.

py to grant this request and, in the bargain, offered them a subsidy

of 600 i/3cus with the stipulation that the buildings they purchased

would revert to the community if and when they ceased to occupy them.

The Ursulines thereupon purchased three houses and fifteen gardens

for a sum total of 4720 pounds, and prospered in Draguignan until

the beginning of the eighteenth century, when they fell victim to the

financial schemes of Law. No longer able to support themselves by

1750, an edict of the Council of State ordered the suppression of the

convent, the property going to Les Soeurs de la Visitation, another

8Alfr©d des Cilleuls, co. Cit., p. 17.



teaching order, which had established itself in Draguignan in 1632

and which remained there until the Revolution. 9

The final chapter in the history of Les Soeurs de la Visita-

tion in Draguignan is also interesting, instructive and not untypi-

cal. After the suppression of the religious orders in 1790, the

Visitandines continued to reside in their convent, as the law au-

thorised them to do. But at the end of the year 1791, they refused

to receive, as chaplain, a priest who had sworn allegiance to the

Civil Constitution of the Clergy. The Town Council, upset by this,

held that since the sisters were engaged in the education of girls,

they would have to be considered public servants, and it therefore

ordered them to take the civil oath required by the law. The Visi-

tandines formally refused to comply with this order, and instead

promised to be "faithful to the law, the nation, and the King."

The District Director, apprised of this refusal, declared that it

constituted grounds for forbidding the Visitandines to hold school.

The Department Director, however, did not share this view. He

pointed out that the nuns, "not being paid by the immunity to give

free instruction to girls, could not therefore be classified as civ-

il servants engaged in public education, and that consequently they

could not be held to the oath required of people engaged in public

education." The dispute was loft dangling, however, for at the end

of September 1792, in conformity to the law of the previous August,

the sisters dispersed and their convent was sold as national proper-

9Poup4 ca. cit., pp. 28, 29,



ty.
10

Thus, almost every city and town of France, and many of its

villages, had its Charity Schools for poor girls, conducted by a

multitude of teaching orders, which were self-supporting and there-

fore imposed : ;le or no burden on the communities in which they

had established themselves. To give an idea of how widespread

these Charity Schools were, Albert Babeau cites, among others, Les

Soeurs de la Charity of Evreux, which maintained, in 1786, eighty-

nine establishments, and Les Soeurs de la- Charity de ltInstrac.

tion Chretienne of Nevers, which had one hundred and twenty.3;

* *

What were the objectives of the teaching orders and the

Charity Schools? Pierre Fourier, the founder, in 1597, of Les

Mlles de la Congregation de Notre-Dame, stated them in the Con-

stitution of this order, and the statement is quite typical of

those found in the constitutions of practically all the other

teaching orders.

These nuns and sisters, often thinking of the neces..
sity of educating the youth, in these dangerous and per..
verse times, of the importance of carefully training girls
at the earliest age, so that they may one day conduct them-
selves and their families piously, and of the dignity of
this function and the rewards that our Lord is preparing
for them, these nuns and sisters will make every effort to
employ their studies, their diligence and their fidelity
in such pursuits, and with the best methods and practices
of which they are capable. They shall be required to ac-

10D0
id., pp. 31, 32.

11
Albert Babeau, La Ville sous l'Ancien Regime, p. 493.



cept in their schools any girls of the community who pre-

sent themselves, without demanding any payment, and shall

teach them to read, to write and to do such work,gs is

useful, honest and appropriate for decent girls.'

A century and a half later, following an investigation of

the schools of the town of Narbonne, it was reported that the Chari-

ty School run by the sisters of this same teaching order "is very

useful for the education of girls; that they are imbued with the

best principles of religion, develop a taste for work, and learn all

manner of useful things, so that when they return to their families,

they are a joy to them as they are to society as a whole."
13

Thus,

the hopes and expectations of the founder were still being fillfilled

one hundred and fifty years later, at least in this particular

school, and there is little to show that such was not the case in

mov of the others.

While practically all of the Charity Schools and teaching or.

dors were concerned with the education of girls coming from indigent

families of the non-privileged classes, the constitution of at least

one such order, Les Filles de Saint-Joseph in Paris, required its

members to devote themselves to the instruction of noble or well.

born girls who were either orphans or whose families had fallen on

hard times, and to give them the kind of education that would enable

them to make their way in life. According to Helyot:

The sisters of this order are presently following the

constitution approved by the archbishop of Paris, Fran2ois

de Harlay de Champvalon, in 1691. According to this con-

stitution, they must devote themselves to the daughters of

12
Cited by Allain, 211.. cit. , p.

13Louis Narbonne, l' Instruction
12U. Narbonne, 1691, p.-8e.

227.
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noble or respectable farzilles, who, being poor or orphaned,

have no means to provide th=seives with a good education
and learn useful work; which is why, in teaching them the
p..inciples of Christianity and to read and to write, in

training them in the practice
they are also taught all the
their sex, so that they mc,.y,
resource against povertyand
throughout their lives.1'

of all sortos of virtues,
occupation:, appropriate to
through their work, have some
have an honest occupation

Th 1, the sisters of the teaching orders were

considered worthwhile and important additions to the

where they came to establish themselves, is attested

respected and

communities

to by a number

of reports describing the warn welcomes they received. The reli-

gious orders, according to Albert Babeau, especially those engaged

in teaching, were often asked by town councils to settle in their

communities, the councilors assuring them of a number of privileges

and even of subsidies. They were often, indeed, received with a

certain pomp. The Visitandines, who were expected in the town of

Sisteron, were greeted at the gates of the town by the councilors,

the clergy and the officers of the militia, who then conducted them,

to the sound of canon, to the cathedral. "However," adds Babeau,

"if the greeting accorded them was cordial and sympathetic, the

councilors had no intention of allowing them to escape the communal

obligations and advised them that they would be taxed on an equal

footing with the other citizens."
15

In Draguignan, the Visitandines

were solemnly received on the first of July 1632 by the bishop of

Frejus and the town councilors amid a great throng of people.
16

1 4Helyot, op. cit., vol. IV, p. 438.

15Babeau, La Ville, p. 463.

16Poupe, OD. cdt., p. 31.
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Louis Narbonne, to cite one more case, tells of the welcome accorded

to Les Soeurs de Notre-Dame, in 1644, when they came to settle in

the town of Narbonne. "Tile archbishop received them, upon their ar-

rival, with great displays of joy and with esteem for their virtue

and their institution, from which he expected considerable fruits,

and he then had them taken to the quarters which had been prepaicod

for them, quarters which were spacious and conveniently situated in

one of the handsomest sections of the town."17 These nuns, adds

Narbonne, were mostly young ladies of high birth, ranging in age

from sixteen to twenty-two.
18

The Charity Schools were not, however, universally esteemed,

as Charmasse notes. According to this scholar, there were only 15

or 16 such establishments in the old diocese of Autun and, whether

the teaching sisters were not sufficiently well-prepared for the

work of popular education of whether for some other reason, the di-

ocesan leaders seemed to be unfavorably disposed to their settling

there. Charmasse cites to this effect a report following a visit

to the parish of Paray, in 1689, by an archpriest who remarked that

"the Ursuline nuns are engaged in the teaching of girls, who are

not profiting very much from their instruction and who do better

under pious women who are engaged in teaching in order to earn mon-

ey for thamselvee19

17Narbonne, 22.. cit. p. 76.

18Ibid. 9 I), 78.

19Charmasse, al. cit., p. 87.
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* *

On the eve of the Revolution, there were 80,000 nuns in

France, "same of whom," writes Armand Ravelet, "prayed and did pen-

ance, but most of whom were engaged in teaching and charitable

works."2° In an eloquent letter dated November 7, 1789 and ad-

dressed to Mirabeau, the revolutionary orator, a certain Soeur

Sainte-Sophie de Carignan, an Ursuline, denouncing the "monachal

despoti&i't of the convent, called for the suppression of religious

orders and the liberation of their nuns. At the end of her letter,

however, she enters a plea for the preservation of those convents

and those orders engaged in the instruction of the youth.
21

Such

was not, however, to be the case, and after some 200 years of teach-

ing the daughters of impoverished families how to read, to write,

to do simple arithmetic and to perform those tasks that would be

most useful to them in their everyday lives, the same fate that fell

upon the Vistandines of Draguignan fell upon all the others. For

several years thereafter, until the reestablishment of the Church

in France under Napoleon, the daughters of the poor were deprived of

even the possibility of an education, however elementary and reli-

giously oriented.

,M111

20Arma
Ravelet, 22. cit., p. 61.

21Georges Lecocq, Les angtgiationsreligieuses en 1782.
Paris, 1880, pp. 98-103.
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cn

Through ',:aloolets irony, one glimpses k, reality: Saint-
.

Cyr in the 18th century was a living corpse, no longer in communi-

cation with the outside world. Paris know it and made light of it,

for the opinion of 'i:alpole echoed those of Z:ae du Deffand and the

3

C-LA.

avec si":2

--"" - Sept. _- 7, 1769 fr= ''alpole to J. 1-fontagu in:

Ccl-n-71r_nco ccn-olc-7,3 clz; la narcrtr_sa du Deffand7 .=0 .11 M/IN

Paris, lo65, vol. I, pp. 587, 586.
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Single rooms or even cells could be rented, as well as full apart.

ments, and the ladies could take board along with their lodgings.

or bring their own servants and cooks. Prices, therefore, great-

ly varied. At the Pentamont convent "board is 800 pounds without

lodgings; apartments rent fram 300 to 1000 per year." At the Visa.

itation convent on the Rue Saint- Jacques, apartments cost from 1000

to 1200 pounds. At the Bernardines on the Rue de Vaugirard "board

is 800 pounds. In addition, the services of a maid may be had for

300 pounds. The house has apartments at 300 pounds, 600 pounds and

1000 pounds."
6 The least costly was the convent of the Filles de

lline.ruction on the Rue Pot-de-Fer, where board came to only 400

pounds. Cn the other hand, the marquise de Boussac, in 1770, was

paying 3600 pounds for board at the Abbaye-aux-Bois.7 There were

4.

thus f' ilities to satisfy women of various types and different

financial means.

Same.of these lodgings were quite expensive. Here, for ex-

ample, are "two apartments suitable for a widow or an unmarried

woman who would like to withdraw to a religious community... One

consists of a large bedroom, a parlor, a bathroom, an alcove and a

gallery giving onto the church, on the first floor; and a kitchen,

a small dining roam, two servants roams and storage space on the

second floor. The other is composed of a foyer, a large bedroom

with bath, a parlor, gallery, kitchen, pantry and storage space,

6Ibid.

7Lamboau, Ls. cit., p. 265.
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all on the same level, on the second floor. The view is very love-

ly and there is a large garden which may be used by the occupant of

the apartment."8 It is clear that such lodgings were not meant for

a simple "retreat." The convent, in the words of Frgd4ric Masson,

had become "a hugh hotel."
9

And it is equally clear, from convent

accounts seized during the Revolution, that _Lady residents were a

very profitable affair.
10

This practice, at a time when a woman had no place in the

world unless she were married, apparently met a need. In the 18th

century, a woman who did not wish to expose herself to backbiting

and who was seeking a quiet, comfortable and relatively inexpensive

apartment, would simply enter a convent as a lady resident. This

deprived her of none other freedom, hindered her not at all in her

anei
comings and goings, nor in the visits she received,Apermitted her

to maintain her respectability. Convrnts took in not only widows

and spinsters, but also outraged wives: Josephine de Beauharnais

withdrew to Pentemont in 1782 and remained there for the fifteen

months of the separation trial against her husband.
11

They also

took in women whose husbands were away: monsieur de Gerais, leav-

ing for war, brought his young wife to the Abbaye d'Origny-Sainte-

8
Abbe Aubert, Annonces, affiches et avis divers.

1753. P. 538.

9Frg-de'ric Masson, Jos();phine de Beauharnais

Paris,*1898, p. 147.

10At the Abbaye -aux -Bois, in 1778, 47,277 pounds. Perey et
Maness, Histoire dune Erande dame au XVIII() siecle: la princesse
Helene de Line. Paris, 1887, p. 268.

11Masson, 22. cit., pp. 144 ff.

Aug. 30
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Benoite. "I had," wrote Mme de Gerais, "a pretty apartment inside

the convent; I had a chambermaid with me; and I had a servant

who was housed with the abbesesdomestics in the outside lodgings.

I ate at the abbesses table, and we ate very well; we were served

by two lay sisters. My lunch was brought to me in my roam.
"12

Thus, the convent in the 18th century was as much a social

as a religious and educational institution. It is rare to find an

example such as that of Manon Philipon, who, before deciding to

marry, spent three months in the convent of the Congregation de

Notre-Dame, where she had received her first communion.
13

This wa s

a true 'retreat." Lady residentswereone of the characteristic fea-

tures et convents throughout the 18th century.

* *

In Paris as in the provinc s, there were a great numbsve of

convents involved in the education of girls, and parents had a very

broad selection to choose among. In his Etat de Paris, de Jeze de-

votes to them a section entitled: Education 1.911 se papal; pour les

filles seulement. Couvent, cammunautes et maisons religieuses dans

lesquelles on mat lesjeunes personnes en pension pour yl titre le-

\ A
vees
/

des le has ou seulement males preparer a'faire leer

renter communion. In 1765, forty-three Parisian convents were en-

gaged in the instruction of girls.
14

1'-Mme de Geniis, M6noires inSdits sur le XVIIIe siecle et

la Revolution franFaise. P.sris, 1857, p.-7.

13
NMe Roland, Lettres, nouvelle serie (1767-1780). Paris,

1913-19154 ,.vol. I, letters XXVII-XXIX.
i de Jeze, 211. cit., pp. 169 ff.



These convents catered to different classes of society.

There were, in effect, three main categories: the provincial con-

vents and, in Paris, first and second class convents. Within these

categories, each convent was a living organism, with its awn per-

sonnel, its own particular organization, and attracting its own

special clientele. These differences were largely a function of the

prices charged, which varied according to the reputation of the con-

vent, and, within a given convent, according to the amenities af-

forded the student, for there was usually both a regular and a spe-

cial pension. The most expensive convent was Pentemont, where the

regular pension came to 600 pounds a year and the special pension,

800. Next came the Abbaye-aux-Bois, where the regular pension was

500 pounds, and 600 for the special. The corvent of the Conception

on the Rue Saint-Honors asked 450 or 600. A convent with a very

noteworthy clientele, the Nadelaine de Traisnel, charged 450 pounds,

whi,lh seems to be about the average. Same made an additional charge

for furniture, heating, etc., or required that such items be fur-

nished by the student.
15

In addition, parents could, if they so de-

zlred, procure supplementary lessons for their daughters, given by

outside teachers and paid for separately. They could also, by pay-

ing extra, provide them with a private roam or apartment and ser-

vants of their own. Hglene Massalska, having taken ill in 1778 at

the Abbaye-aux-Bois, was moved to an apartment and given a personal

maid, a chambermaid and a nursemaid, with an authorization to spend
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the sum of thirty thousand pounds a year for her upkeep.16

Such examples of extravagance occurred mainly in the two

Parisian convents most in vogue in the 18th century, Pentemont and

the Abbaye -aux-Bois, which had the most aristocratic and most ele-

gant clienteles.
17 At the abbaye de Pentemont, of the ClAeaux or-

der, one find such names as Mlles de Montcalm, de Nassau and de

Polignac, that is, daughters of the highest nobility. In 1776,

Louise diEsparbes de Lussan, the future Mme de Polastron, was sent

there by her father, 18 "everyone who is known having been raised

there," in the words of the duchesse de Gontaut,19 which gives one

an idea of the great vogue enjoyed by Pentemont. It was here that

Blanche de Kersaint, who later became the duchesse de Duras, was

educated.
20

In 1767, Pentemont took in Mademoiselle d'Orleans, of

the royal family, and thereby became an extension of the court.
21

If Pentemont seems to have been the most elegant and the

most luxurious of the convents, the Abbaye-aux-Bois, also of the

CiAteaux order, while not far behind in this respect, was,

an even larger establishment. Moreover, it educated some

greatest names of the aristocracy: Mlles de Choiseul, de

physically,

of the

Montmorency,

16Perey and Maugrav, 21.2. cit., pp. 27, 28.

17L. Lambeau, 212. cit., and F. Rousseau, Histoire de liabbaye

de Pentemont. Paris, 1918.

18P. Lauzun, Mme. de Polastron. Auch, 1906, pp. 14-16.

19Duchesse de Gontaut, MeMoires (1773-1836). Paris, 1909,

4th ed., p. 83.

20Bardoux, La Duchesse de Duras. Paris, 1898, p. 46.

21Mme de Chastenay, MeMoires (1771-1815). Paris, 1896, vol.
p. 12.
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de Chatillon, de Bourbonne, de Lauraguais, de Caumont, d'Armaille,

de Saint-Chamans, de Levis, de Nagu, de Chabrillan, d'Aumont, de

Talleyrand, de Perigord, de Duras, de Damas, de Conflans.
22

The world of high finance sent its daughters to the convent

of the Conception on the Rue Saint-Honore or to the Madeleine de

Traisnel, which may be counted among the first class establishments.

There were still other first class convents, but less fashionable

and with a less elegant clientele. The second class convents raised

many of the daughters of the petite bourgeoisie, and it seems likely

that they had mainly a neighborhood clientele. Such was the convent

of the Congregation de Notre-Dame, where Mme Roland received her

first communion.23

For all of these convents, the education of girls was an

important source of income; for many of them, it was their principal

raison At/N:1. Not all of them, however, were successful in this

respect, and in the case of a few, their financial situation bore no

relationship to their reputation. The Abbaye-aux-Bois, for example,

despite its great brilliance during the last years of the ancien re

gime, was heavily indebted and was struggling against a difficult

financial situation. The reason for this is that its clientele,

though very social, was not always very wealthy, and sometimes found

itself unable to make payment to the convent. In 1784, the countesse

Turpin sent her daughter to the Abbaye-aux-Bois, but did not regu-

22Perey and Maugras, 22. cit., passim.

23Mme Roland, 22. cit., vol. I, letters XXVII-XXIX.
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larly pay her fees. The law suit resulting from this had still not

been settled at the time of the Revolution.
24

There were in addition, numerous provincial convents which

took in students, generally the daughters of families in the imme-

diate environs. The most famous of the provincial convents, differ-

ent from almost all the others because of its "national represents.-

tion," was no doubt Fontevrault, where, between 1738 and 1750, the

daughters of Louis XV were raised.25 The marquise de Ferrieres,

around 1758, found "this establishment as big as a small town, su-

perbly constructed and very opulent." 26

* *

The convents were indeed veritable little towns, for large

buildings were required to house a population that was sometimes

quite considerable. If, in 1753, Pentemont had only twenty-two

professed sisters and twelve lay sisters,27 and in 1789, six ladies

residing in spacious apartments, twelve in single rooms and seven-

teen students, 28 the Congregation de Notre-Dame, the modest convent

of Manon Philipon, had thirty to forty students in 1765 and, in 1790,

1899.

24
L. Lambeau, 22.. cit., pp. 265, 266.

25See H. CheCrot, Les Filles de Louis XV ZFontevrault. Paris,

26-Zarquise de Ferrieres-Marsay, Souvenir en forme de memoires
(1744-1837). Saint-Briene, 1910, p. 13.

27F. Rousseau, Histoire de l'abbaye de Pentemont. Paris, 1918,
p.28.

28Ibid., pp. 41-43. There must have been more, however, prior
to 1789.
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twenty-three nuns and seven lay sisters.29 The Abbaye-aux-Bois,

which, in Paris, seems to have been the largest of these little

towns, included within its walls, in 1778, seventy-three nuns, one

hundred and four lay sisters, one hundred and seventy-seven stu-

dents, eight novices and four directors.3° But the number of nuns,

which varied considerably from convent to convent and from one date

to another, was generally from twenty to forty in the Parisian es-

tablishments, circa 1765. 31 The provincial convents were, ordinari-

ly, more spacious and more populated. Around 1750, Pontevrault, one

of the largest provincial abbeys, had ninety-six nuns and thirty-

six lay sisters, "not counting a very large number of servants."32

In 1764, the abbaye d'Origny-Sainte-Benotte had no fewer than one

hundred nuns.33

The various convents followed the regulations, more or less

modified, of their founders. The more menial tasks fell to the lay

sisters, who were, however, permitted to go outside the cloister.

As for the professed sisters, the ceremony of the taking of the halo-

it took place after serving first as a postulant, then as a novice.

For example, at the Abbaye-aux-Bois, in 1765, one was a postulant

for six months and a novice for a year, and these were the usual

lengths of time required of candidates in the different orders.34

29Mme Roland, op.. cit., vol. I, letters XXVI1 -XXIX.

30Perey and Maugras,

31de Jeze, off. cit., pp.

cit., pp. 460, 461.

281-298.

32Marquise de Ferril.es, op,. 211.,p. 13.

33Ivme de Geniis, 22. cit. , p. 65.

34de Jolze, 2.2. cit., pp. 281-286.
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Finally, the nuns would receive from their parents doweries which,

according to the convent, went from two thousand to eight thousand,

and even ten thousand, pounds. This is the reason that sister

Sainte-Agathe, a friend of Manon Philipon, despite her intelligence,

remained a lay sister, for she could furnish no dowery.35 Sometimes,

however, in cases where doweries were insufficient or non-existant,

consideration was given to the person's merit, to her family's other

obligations, or, as at Pentemont, "to the young lady's birth."
36

At

Pentemont, the abbesses and mns, were, generally, of the old nobili-

ty. At the Abbaye.aux-Bois, many of the nuns belonged to the most

important families of France. In 1778, during the stay there of

/
Helene Massalska, the abbess was a Chabrillan, and she had taken the

place or a Richelieu. The nun in charge of education was a Roche.

chouart, and her sister was also there.37 Certain of these aristo-

cratic nuns retained same rather un-Christian prejudices, such as Mme

de Torcy at tho Abbaye-aux.Bois. "We used to make fun of her high

and mightly ways," wrote Hele\ne Massalska. "We used to say that the

only reason she had become a nun was that the only husband she had

found worthy of her was Jesus Christ, and that even at that, she wasn't

quite sure she hadn't married beneath herself."38

The nuns in the other convents came mainly from to upper or

lower middle class, as did their clientele. Generally, they had been

35Mme Roland, 22.. cit., vol. I, letters

36de Jeze,22. cit., pp. 281-286.

'IPerey and Maugras, 22; cit., passim.

38Ibid., p. 101.
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students at the convent where later they were to embrace the religious

life. Moreover, they would often influence their relatives to come

there. Of course, nuns of a different social class would sometimes

slip in, but in the most aristocratic or the most humble convents,

teachers and students belonged largely to the same class of society,

which is one of the characteristic features of this type of education

in the 18th century.

The kind of life the nuns led depended upon the austerity of

the order to which they belonged, and more especially, upon the strict-

ness with which the rules were applied. Mme de Geniis and her mother

lived for awhile at the convent of the Filles du Precieux-Sang on the

Rue Cassette. "I developed at the Preeieux-Sang," she writes, "a great

veneration for the nuns of the most austere orders (the ones here lived

according to the rules and practiced all the austerities of the Carmel-

ites), as well as for the perfectness of their piety and their saintli-

ness, which surpass anything I can say about them... No little cliques

here, no enviousness, no gossip. "39 Later, after her marriage, she

spent some time at the abbaye d'Origny-Sainte-Bendite. "The simplicity

and piety of those nuns often reminded me of my angelic nuns of the Rue

Cassette. They were, however, much less perfect. The same faith, the

same candor, the same taste for work, but not the same closeness."1

There were thus variations according to the order, the abbess and the

turn of mind of the nuns, in close correlation with their origins.

Each nun had a cell of her own. At Pentemont, four of these

39 Nine de Genlis, op. cit. pp. 43, 44. The Carmelites were not
engaged in teaching, but they took in lady residents.

40 Ibid., p. 66.
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cells could still be seen in 1910. Each was composed of a "little room

with a fireplace, a window looking out on the central courtyard, an al-

cove, a modest storage room situated behind the alcove, and a small

foyer opening onto a miniature gallery. H41 At Origny-Sainte-Benotte

"every nun had a pretty cell and a pretty little garden all of her own

within the huge enclosure of the common garden."42 At the Abbaye-aux-

Bois each cell contained "a bed, white in summer, blue in the winter,

a prie-Dieu, a dresser, chairs done in woven straw, a well-waxed floor,

slippers for walking, a table and shelves for keeping books. The cells

could be decorated with pictures, reliquaries, etc."43 The lodgirgsof

the abbesses were more sumptuous. At the Abbaye-aux-Bois, the abbess's

quarters were composed of a "large bedroom, two salons, a very large

dining room, two antichambers, two small rooms, two parlors, a galery

and lodgings for the abbess's entire retinue."44 She took her meals in

her apartment, while the nuns ate in the refectory. All thi does not

give one the impression of any great disdain for the things of this

world, and, except for their attendance at night servicest the nuns in

the great convents do not seam to have been subjected to terribly harsh

austerities. Mine Sainte-Delphine, the sister of Mine de Rochechouart,

the abbess of the Abbaye-aux-Bois, was not in the habit of rising until

after eight-thirty; when this was mentioned to her, she replied. "that

41
Proces-vcrbauxode 34 Corsaission.municipale de Vieux-Paris,

1910, p. 84.

42Mme de Geniis, op. cit el p. 66.

43Perey and Maugras, oo, cit., p. 457.

44Ibid., p. 460.



she had not taken a vow not to get all the sleep she pleased."45

* *

Helene Massalska has left us with several thumb-nail sketches

of her classmates at the Abbaye-aux-Bois. "Mile. de ChaAtillon, nick-

named Tktillon, fourteen, serious, pedantic, very pretty, but a little

heavy... Mlle. de Mura, called la Precieuse, eighteen, pretty, beauti-

ful even, intelligent, likable, but a little pretentious... Mlle. de

Manicamp, ugly, good, very intelligent, violent, excitable." 46 And

further on: "Mlle. d'Armaill4 fouteen, hideous, simpering, but a good

creature... Mlle. de Civrac, nineteen, a noble face, but subject to

spasms and a little crazy. "47 "Mlle. de Barbantane, fifteen, looks

like a boy, vary naughty, pretty, very good dancer... Cosse was only

twelve, ugly, but full of grace and vary delicate. "48 "Mlle. de Mont.

sauge, the most beautiful eyes in the world, but dark-complexioned,

gentle, intelligent, fifteen."49

Thus, there was a wide range in ages. Girls sometimes came to

the convent very young, sometimes not until eleven or twelve for the

specific purpose of preparing for their first communion, in which case

they remained only a year or two. Mme Roland, for example, had re-

mained at home until the age of eleven, at which time she herself re.

45Ibid., p. 126.

46Ibid., pp. 100, 101.

47Ibid., pp. 115, 116.

48Ibid., pp. 120, 121.

49Ibid., p. 166.



quested a retreat at a, convent in preparation for her first communion.

The Congregation de Notre-Dame was recommended to her parents and they

thereupon obtained further information about it. "It turned out...

that the establishment was respectable, the order not very austere;

the nuns, consequently, were said to diaoplay none of those excesses,

none of those mummeries which characterize most of their kind. "50

Hele\ne Massalska was only eight when her uncle put her in the Abbaye-

aux-Bois.51 Others were even younger: Henriette d'Aguesseau entered

the coLvent at the age of three.52 Many remained in their convents

until they married.

It was of course impossible to bring together girls of such

dissimilar ages and to teach them different things at the same time.

Thus, they were divided into classes according to age, but the divi-

sions covered a much wider range than they do today. This was made

possible by the flexibility of the curricula, the vagueness of the

subjects taught and the complete absence of examinations. Moreover,

they still seemed largely unaware in the 18th century that relatively

small classes 'are one of the essential conditions for obtaining good

scholastic results.53 At Saint-Cyr, which served as a model for the

others, the two hundred and fifty girls were divided into only four

5°Mme Roland, Ihmoires, Paris, 1905, vol. II, pp. 39, 4O.

51perey and Maugras, 22. cit., p. 18.

52Mme de Lasteyrie, Vie de MMe de La Fayette avec une notice
sur la vie de la duchesse dlEga, sria-ex.'Paris, 1 F,--75p7Z-V.7"

53The regulations of the Ursulines did, however, set a maxi-
mum limit of eighteen to twenty students per class. Re'lement des re.
liaieuses Ursulines de la conarOaation de Paris. Par s p. 4.
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classes: the red class, composed of fifty ,six girls under ten years

of age; the green class, fifty-six girls from eleven to thirteen; the

yellow class, sixty-two girls from fourteen to sixteen; the blue class,

seventy-six girls from seventeen to twenty. Since some of the students

in the upper classes served as monitors, and since there were usually

a few girls from each class confined to the infirmary at any given mo-

ment, each division had, therefore, about fifty students. In the great

convents of the 18th century, the classes were, generally, almost as

large. At the Congregation de Notre-Dame in 1765, there were thirty

to forty students "gathered in a single class from the age of six up

to seventeen or eighteen, but divided into two tables, that is, into

two sections."54 At the Abbaye-aux-Bois, the one hundred and seventy..

seven students were, in 1778, divided into four sections. Children of

five to seven, the first section, were not, however, taught as .a class,

but were put in the care of young nuns. Then came the three other

classes, differentiated, as at Saint-Cyr, by colored ribbons on the

same black uniforms worn by girls of all the classes. From seven to

ten, the blue class. One was then promoted to the white class, the

class of the first communion. Then, at about twelve, one went into

the red class.55 Thus, there were about forty students per section.

Such, at any rate, was the case for convents which maintained

classes and which were equipped to offer instruction. However, as Mme

de Geniis informs us, this was not Always so "...in general, simple

54nme Roland, MLAres, vol. II, p. 41.

55Perey and Maugras, 92. cit., pp. 23, 65, 96.
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convents have no classes. The girls are in private rooms, under the

guidance.of governesses, and the nuns play no part whatsoever in

their education."56 But this appears to have been the case only in

certain small provincial convents, and was rather rare. "All our

towns and cities," one reads in the Angie littraire, "are full of

pensions and schools for young ladies. There is scarcely a convent

which does not take in girls to educate them; many of these convents,

in fact, were founded for no other reason than "57 The great

Parisian and provincial convents were indeed, not merely hotels for

lady residents or cloisters for women who had embraced the religious

life, but, by and large, veritable boarding schools for young ladies

of the bourgeoisie and the aristocracy.

* *

The abbess, who was of course in overall charge of the con-

vent, did not, however, intervene directly in the instructional as-

pects. She would delegate her authority in this area to the nun of

her choice, who was usually called, as at Saint-Cyr, the mAtresse

gene 'ale des classes.58 The latter also had very little to do, how-

ever, with teaching. Her role corresponded to that of a general su-

pervisor, concerned much more with questions of discipline than with

those of instruction. Each class was under the direction of a nun-

teacher, who was aided by assistant nun-teachers and lay sisters,

56,Mme de Genlis, Discours sur, la sapression des couvents
des relizieuses et lqducation publique des femmes. Paris, 1790, p.3.

57LIAnnee littgraire. 1781, vol. V, pv 254.

5lement des Ursulines de Paris, 211.. cit., p. 16.
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the latter numbering three and fifteen, respectively, for the blue

class at.the Abbaye-aux-Bois.59 But in general, even these nuns were

no more than monitors and coaches, the classes being conducted by

teachers who came from outside the establishment, which is one of the

characteristic features of the 18th century teaching convent.
60

At

Saint-Cyr, especially in the early days, such was not the case, and

the rmns, chosen and trained by Name de Maintenon, were true teachers

who conducted their classes with no outside help. At the Congregation

de Notre-Dame, as at the Abbaye-aux-Boix and Pentemont, except perhaps

for the youngest pupils, classes were given by outside teachers. When

Mme Roland, was there, the drawing teacher, a woman, was allowed to

penetrate the cloister, while the music teacher, a man, gave his les-

sons in the parlor "under the inspection of a nun."61 At the Abbaye-

aux-a)is, only natural history and botany were taught by nuns.
62

On

Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, outside teachers would come to give

their courses, which the sisters would review with the students on

Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. In order to do so with maximum ef-

fect, they would sit in on the classes themselves.° It was usually

men, those actors who not long before had been excommunicated for

59?erey and Maugras, 22. cit., p. 25.

60 in. Adam] Essai en forme de mmoire sun l' education de la
jeunesse. Paris, 1787, p. 15.

61Me Roland, I1 moires, vol. II, p. 43.

62
Perey and Maugras, 1212. cit., p. 166.

63
Ibid., p. 24.
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practicing their profession, who came to the convents to give dancing

lessons '(Dauberval of the Opera) and elocution lessons (Kole and Lar-

/

rivee of the Comedie Frangaise).
64

* *

The apportionment of time in the convents was carefully regu-

lated. Here, for example, is the daily schedule of the blue class at

the Abbaye-aux-Bois:

Arise at seven o'clock in summer and at seven-thirty in

winter. Ee at one's place in class at eight, to await Mme

de Rochechouart who arrives at eight o'clock. After she

leaves, learn one's Catechisme de Montpellier and repeat it

by heart. At nine, breakfast; at nine-thirty, mass. At ten,

read until eleven. From eleven to eleven-thirty, music les-

son; from eleven-thirty to noon, drawing. From noon to one

o'clock, geography and history. At one o'clock, lunch and

recreation until three. At three, writing and arithmetic

lessons until four. From four to five, dancing lessons.

Snack and recreation until six. At seven, dinner. To bed

at nine-thirty.°5

This schedule, as may be seen, took into account the smallest details

and alternated academic subjects with the so-called arts d'agrdient.

The schedule adhered to by the Ursulines in 1705 was not much differ-

ent:

Arise at five-thirty or six in summer, at six-thirty or

lit,

later in winter. Prayers t seven - fifteen, mass at seven.

thirty. Classes from eigh o ten, followed by lunch with

reading. Recreation. Classes from twelve-fifteen to two.

At two, vespers and lunch. Classes from three to four. At

five, catechism followed by dinner. Recgation until a quar-

ter to seven or seven. To bed at eight.

6
4Ibid., p. 55 & p. 58.

65Ibid., pp. 23, 24.

66R;;vlement des Ursulines de Paris, op. cit., pp. 110-115.
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While this schedule was more rigorous, it no doubt became easier as

the century progressed.

* *
I

The students' religious sentiments varied from convent to

convent and from e.rl to girl, but it seems, in general, that th6y

came mainly from within themselves, with the nuns playing only a

small role in creating and developing them; the girls brought with

them to the convents their own dispositions and temperments. Mahon

Philipon, for example, was going through a period of religious exal-

tation at the time she insisted upon being sent to a convent to pre-

pare for her first communion. "I was obeying the voice of God, and I

crossed the threshold of the cloister offering Him with tears the

greatest sacrifice I could make for Him... How can I describe the gen-

tle emotions of a young heart, sensitive and tender, greedy for happi-

ness, beginning to feel the stirrings of nature, and perceiving only

the DivinitY1"67 She was eleven at the time; nine years later, around

1774, she had lost all her girlhood faith. Mlle. Bernard, who was la-

ter to become Nine Recamier, raised at the convent of La Deserte in

Lyons, retained nothing more from her stay there than the lingering

memory of a somewhat sensual mysticism, "a vague and gentle dream, with

its clouds of incense, its infinite ceremonies, its processions in the

gardens, its chants and its flowers."68 Mlle. De Grouchy, the future

671he Roland, IInoires, vol. II, pp. 40, 41.

68Herriot, me Recamier. Paris, 1904, vol. I, p. 4.
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deference to their religion or its ministers. The confessors were ap-

parently'neither very much respected nor very well listened to. There

were four at the Abbaye-aux-Bois: dom Giron, twenty-six, who confessed

the lay sisters; dom Conbtance, thirty-one, who confessed the abbess

and the older nuns; dom Themines, forty, confessor to the students; and

dom Rigoley. de Juvigny, sixty-two, confessor to the novices and the

younger nuns. 73 One day, dom Rigoley, "having come to confess a nun,

happened to be in the cloister at the time the claSs was caning from

mass; thus, he passed in review all the students and was made a butt

of all their gibes. If it had been dom The:mines, our own confessor,

we would not have permitted ourselves all those jokes, but we saw noth-

ing wrong with having sane fun at the expense of the nuns' confessor. "74

In a convent and just coming from mass, students making fun of a sixty-

two year old priest does not say very much for the discipline or the

religious spirit of that convent. They were, to be sure, spoiled lit-

tle girls; moreover, they brought to the convent the irreligious ways

which were fashionable at that time in the society in which they had

been brought up.

According to the 1705 regulations of the Ursulines, the stu-

dents were not permitted to leave the convents on Sundays or holidays,

and were never to spend the night outside its walls. They were per-

73Ibid., p. 461.

74Ibid., p. 77.
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mitted to lunch or dine in town, but only rarely.75 While vacations

were almost non-existant at the teaching convents of the 18th century,

and even, indeed, considered dangerous,
76

mothers would come as often

as four or five times a week, during the social season, to fetch their

daughters and take them to balls and other social events.
77 There

were also theatrical productions outside the convents, with students

playing parts in them and with their parents and others as onlookers.

I \
When Helene Massalska was still in the blue class, that is, under ten

years of age, she played the role of Joas in Racinels Athalie in the

home of the duchess de Mortemart; there had been numerous rehearsals

under the direction of Mole, of the Comedic Fransaise.78

Within the convents themselves, there existed a decidedly

\

mundane life. When Helene Massalska entered the Abbaye-aux-Bois, she

had to offer her classmates a "welcome," which cost her twenty-five

louis and consisted of a tea, with ice cream being served to all the

students.79 Around 1760, at the Port-Royal convent, the former rigor

of which had eased considerably, the girls, "among themselves, played

at being grown-up ladies, and the outside world and its ways occupied

all their thoughts."
80

The students were perfectly aware of the hier-

750n. cit., p. 14.

76Mme de Geniis, De 1'Eiploi du temps. Paris, 1824, p. 16.

Though the book was published in 1824, the ideas belong to the time

of her youth.

77Perey and Maugras, OD. cit., p.

78Ibid., pp. 57, 58.

79Ibid., pp. 22, 23.

80Mme de Chastenay, on. cit., vol. I, p. 11.
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archy which existed among the various convents. Once, for example,

the wail which separated the Abbaye.aux.Bois from the convent of the

Petites.Cordelieres developed a breach. "This convent," recounts

Helene I'iassalska, "was neither as large nor as attractive as ours.

It had in all about thirty students, but they were not the kind of

girls one would care to know; they were very embarrassed when they

saw our class, so large and composed of the noblest young ladies of

France."81

There was much dancing in the convents. At Origny.Sainte.

Benoite, for example: "Throughout the whole carnival," wrote Mme

de Genlis," I gave balls, with the permission of the abbess, twice

a week... My dancers were the nuns and the students; the former took

82
the part of men, and the others of ladies." Mme Roland has left us

an account of a small dance in her modest little convent, a dance

that was pleasantly enlivened by the unexpected arrival of a man, a

doctor. And of course there was dancing at the Abbaye.aux.Bois. Dur-

ing the carnival season, various festivities took place in the convent

itself: "That day, we were not required to wear our uniforms, and

each mother took great pains in dressing up her daughter; we had very

elegant ball gowns. During these days, there came to the convent many

women of the world, and especially young women, who... preferred these

balls to those of the world, because here they were not always obliged

to sit next to their mothers.in.law."84 There were also theatrical

81Perey and Maugras, 22. cit., p. 142.

82MMoires, p. 69.

83M4loires, pp. 85, 86.

84Perey and Maugras, off. cit., pp. 102, 103.



productions, the Abbaye-aux-Bois having in the rear of its gardens a

theater which was "very pretty and with many beautiful sets."85 Here,
/

Helene Massalska played the role of Amour in Orphee et Eurydice; she

also played in Polyeucte, Le Cid and La Mort de Pompee. There was an

especially elaborate production of Esther for the birthday of Mme de

Mortemart, in which Helene played the leading role. "Our costumes

were fashioned after those of the Comedie Franeaise. I had a silver

and white gown, the skirt of which was all studded with diamonds from

top to bottom; they must have been worth more than a hundred thousand

ecus, for I had all those of Mines de Mortemart, de Gramont and of the

duchess de Choiseul I had a cloak of pale blue velvet and a gold

crown. All the students in the chorus had white muslin gowns and

veils."86

Thus, one can form an idea of the opulence of these produc-

tions and of, the mundane activities which took place within the walls

of the convents themselves. Of course, all the convents were not like

the Abbaye-aux.Bois. However, roughly the same atmosphere has been ob-

served in two other, and quite different, convents, Origny-Sainte-Be-
A

noite and the Congregation de Notre-Dame. It can be assumed, therefore,

that this was a more or less general practice.

These young ladies, who, in their convents, were being ini-

tiated into the worldly life and the place they would later occupy in

society, were also, by a rather curious contrast, being trained in the

85Ibid. p. 460.

86Ibid. pp. 118, 119.
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more humble tasks of domestic life. After the balls and the carnivals

and the plays, the students of the red class at the Abbaye -aux -Bois

would put away their elegant gowns, would don once again their severe

black uniforgis and, while continuing their formal instruction, would

spend several hours a day helping the nuns in their obediences, that

is, in the different chores which had to be accomplished in the con-
/

vent. Thus, Helene Massalska worked successively in the dispensary,

the abbacy, the secretary's office, the refectory; and the library.

Mlle. de La Roche.Aymon worked in the laundry, Mlle d'Aiguillon re-

paired chasubles, Mlle. de VogU'efhelped in the kitchen, Mlles. d'Uzes

and de Boulainvilliers in sweeping up the dormitories. One of the

tasks of the Mlles. d' Harcourt, de Rohan and de Galard was to light

the 1amps.87 These chores which they were required to perform in their

convents, constituted a sort of apprenticeship for the role they would

later play as wives, mothers, and homemakers.

* *

Throughout the entire ancien regime, the teaching convents had

no competition Jc speak of. There seam to have been very few lay

boarding schools. In the second half of the 18th century, the exist.

once of two or three such schools is indicated by prospectuses appear-

ing in magazines of the times, for example, the establishments of Mme

Escambourt88 and of Mme de La Fortelle.
89

But as far as can be de.

87ibid., pp. 97 ff.

88Anne/ litt4aire, 1775, vol. I, pp. 272 -276.

89Journal di education, June, 1776.
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termined, they attracted very few students, and in any case, were never

fashionable. It was not until th+evolution, after the suppression of

the convents, that lay boarding schools for girls assumed a growing im-

portance.

Perhaps the outstanding characteristic of the convent schools

was their realism; that is, they provided the young ladies of the upper

classes with the kind of education and training which would be most use-

ful to them in the roles they would later play in society. This charac-

teristic of convent education awed itself no doubt, in large measure, to

the fact that the nuns belonged generally to the same social milieu as

their students, and were therefore attuned to their needs, were aware of

the kind of life that awaited them, and were in sympathy with it. The

teaching convents cannot in any sense be looked upon as a liberalizing

influence on the daughters of the bourgeoisie and the aristocracy who at-

tended them.

What exactly did these young ladies learn, what subjects did

they take, what books did they read, what knowledge did they acquire?

This aspect of their education, touched upon only lightly in the present

chapter, will be considered in greater detail in the following chapter,

where what they studied in the convents will be contrasted with what

others studied under private tutelage in their homes; for while the great

majority of upper-class girls no doubt received their education in con-

vent schools, private education at home, especially in the latter half

of the century, enjoyed something of a vogue, and asignificant number of

parents, shunning the convents, chose to provide for their daughters,

instruction within the confines of their own homes.
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The enthusiaam for science for experImentation for new ideas

and for knowledge in general, which was one of the dominant character-

istics of the 18th century, reflected itself in a growing desire among

women for learning of every sort, a:d a corresponding willingness on

the part of men to allow thc;.,wi-i-,hin lim.J.ts, to satisfy this desire.

Though history has always had its exalted feminists, its dilettante

fennes savantes, and its truly learned women as well, at no time and

in no place, it is safe to say, was the education of women more dis-

cussed, more encouraged and more widespread than in 18th century

France. The women of the times were themselves aware of this, !.and in

1757, a lady took it upon herself to address a letter to this effect.

to Freron, the editor of the :n..nee lf.ttcraire:

I.dmit, sir, tha :low that taste has been undergoing a
reform and that writers have been endeavoring to rr:ar:=, the
sciences more palatable to us, we have been making much pro7-
r3ss in learning them. Y.en of genius have initiated us into
the mysteries of philosophy; others, more clever still have

strown with flowers the most abstract studies. IS there any
wonaa in Paris, perhaps even in the provinces, who is not
readirk; with delight treatises on geometry, algebra es-

pecially metaphysicc, acirable :.etaphysies so much in
evidence in our historical writings, in sermons, in novels
and even, nowadays, in comedies?... we now find on
our dressing tables, instead of those novels of gallantry
which only served to cor-.-uot us, profound thoughts on art,
on the interpretations 02 :..:.cure, on commerce, on the workings
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of empires, etc., etc. Will the labyrinth of scholarship be
the only area left, sir, which we shall not be permitted to
enter71

While this letter may very well have been concocted by Freirron himself,

as yet another of his frequent satirical attacks on the philosophes,

as I strongly suspect it was, it nevertheless, in a backhanded way,

points to a strong interest among women in learning. In 1785, the

Journal Encyclopedicue, more tersely and with no trace of satire,

notes the same phenomenon: "Nowadays, when knowledge is more univer-

sally distributed, society demands that women be better educated than

they were in former times, and in fact they are."2

This enthusiasm found concrete expression in the great number

of manuals, treatises, complete courses of instructiw. and textbooks

which were produced during the period. It also found expression in

public lectures, a phenomenon which enjoyed enormous popularity in the

second half of the century. While this worldly form of instruction no

doubt lowered the level of the sciences taught, it can be said in its

favor that it helped popularize them at a time when the general public

still knew very little about science. In any case, public lectures had

a great success the magazines of the period are full of prospectuses

for them and soon young ladies and older women were spending their

afternoons listening to talks on physics and natural history. For the

sciences, and especf.ally the experimental sciences, were the chief ben-

eficiaries of this craze.

Nourished and sustained by the literary salons,,this intense in.

11757, vol. V, p. 90.

2February 15, 1785, p. 171.
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were at the Congregation de Notre-Dame, had such a strange way of spell-

ing, even at a time when spelling had not yet been completely regular-

ized, that it does no credit to their teachers.6 At the convent of

Cazeaux, in Lyons, Mlle. Boirayon maintained this tradition.? An excep-

tion was the instruction received by the daughters of Mme de Monthule;

vund 1770, "the two girls had a teacher who taught them history, geog-

raphy, arithmetic, Italian and, with even greater care, the rules of

French grammar, making them practice their writing every day."8 It

should be noted that these girls were educated at home.

In regard to the classical languages, they do not seem to have

been taught at all in the convents, 9 and only rarely at home. Manon

Philipon, for example, had acquired the rudiments of Latin, and Mlle de

Chastenay, together with her brother, took Latin lessons from Abb(l'hou-

cly, a teacher at the du Plessis collec,e. The rarity of this, however,

is attested to by the fact that when the principal of the Sainte-Barbe

college, together with the supervisor of studies, came one day to find

out what the two people were learning, Mlle. de Chastenay observed that,

"a young lady studying Latin was for them a novelty, and it gave them a

pleasant surprise. "10

No examples have been found, either in convents or at home, of

6Mme Roland, 14moires, vol. II, pp, 419, 420.

7In letters to her mother in 1770, published by AbbMollire,
"Le Dossier d'une pensionnaire de ltabbaye de Chezeaux." Bulletin his-
toriaue du dioc'se de Lvor., 1922, pp. 51-56.

.

Marmontel, /..e
/
moires d'un Pere pour servir 1:-11instruction de

ses enfants. Paris, 1891, vol. II, p. 202.

9either Manon Philipon nor He/lene Massalska, students in two
typical convents, speaks of them inlany way as to suggest they were taught
there. Manon Philipon learned what Latin she knew at home.

113114:oires vol. I, p. 41.



girls studying philosophy or theology in any systematic way, that is,

with the use of textbooks or manuals; a few, however, did read some

philosophic works haphazardly.

History and geography, on the other hand, were two of the basic

subjects taught in both convent and home education, and there were nu-

merous manuals and textbooks for both. Mile. de Chastenay, for example,

/ /
used Pere dlOrleans's Revolutions diAngleterre for the study of English

history and Abbe
/
de Vertot's Re/volutions remaines for the study of Ro-

man history.
11 Ancient history was also studied in a widely read work

by the scholar Rollin, or in its abridgement by Abbe Taint. Mythology

12
was another subject frequently studied. In general, however, it seems

that the study of history consisted mainly of memorizing important dates

and learning about the lives of great men, with little or no considera-

tion given to the more impersonal forces which shape history. Helene

Massalska claims, however, that she had a very good knowledge of ancient

history and the history of France at the age of ten (t), which, if true,

is a credit to the teachers at her convent.13

Until about 1750, according to Abbe Sicard, mainly Spanish and

Italian were taught in the colleges, and after that date, mainly German

and English.14 This also seems to have been the case for girls, at

least in home education, where the study of modern foreign languages

'libido,

12Ibid.

13Perey

p. 20.

Also: Perey and Maugras, 2E; cit., p. 66.

and Maugras, off,. 211., p. 66.

14Les Etudes classioues avant la Revolution, Paris, 1887, pp.

161-165.



was quite common; in the convents, on the other hand, there is no

indication that such languages were studied at all.

The study of philosophy, of religious history, of the histo-

ry of literature, whether classical, French, English or whatever,

was not engaged in, either at home or in the convents, in any syste-

matic way. At the age of ten, Hglene Massalska "knew by heart the

whole poem, La Religion; Les Fables by La Fontaine; two cantos of La

Henriade, and the whole tragedy, At_ halie."15 In addition to these

works, she and other convent students, probably read such things as

/
Esther, Telemaque, the lives of saints and a few other edifying or in-

nocuous books. But this can hardly be considered a structured or very

extensive reading program. At home, reading was more extensive, but

still totally unstructured. Xanon Philipon, for example, read a great

deal, but with little advice, little discernment and no overall design.

In her hemoires, she tells us: "I do not remember ever having learned

to read; I have heard that by the age of four, I had already acquired

this ability, and that the task of teaching me to read had ended at that

time, because from then on, the only question was seeing to it that I

was not without books."
16

Some of these books came from the little li-

brary of one of her father's employees. while her mother was aware of

this, she said nothing and, indeed, drew from the same well. One day,

when someone informed her that her daughter was reading Candide, she

simply told her to return it, without any remonstrations.
17

Here are

15Perey and Maugras, off,. cit op p. 66.

16;4moires, vol. II, p. 9.



the titles of the works read by Manon Philipon in her youth, given in

the order she mentions them: the Ancien and Nouveau Testament, a Oat61!"-

chime a Vie des Saints in two volumes, a French translation of Appien's On

Civil Wars, a certain Th4gtre de la Tamale en meuvais style, Scarrores

Roman comiwael the Mg6oires de Po_ ntis by Mlle. de Montpensier, an Art

*al/Uwe, Regnard's VOyages, Dacier's famous translation of Plutarch,

the E x rnalheureux by Baculerd dqrnaud, Tel4Magjugt, Jerusalem Delivered

in French, and Oandide,18 She was also made to read Finnlon's_De l'Edac-

ation des filles and;--inclerench, Locke's On The Education o 04ildren

"giving to the pupil what was meant to guide the teacher. "4

at around the age of eighteen, ebb read haphazardly Oondillac, Bodsuet,

Saint Jerome, ton Quixote12° and the philosopher, d'Eolbach, Relvetius

and Rousseau, the last named becoming her "breviary."21

While this reading list contains much that is commendable, there

are several items vbich could easily have been dispensed with, and much

else that might have, indeed should have, been included, Mlle. Dillon,

the future marquise de La Tour du Pin, tells of eirolwr reading habits.22

Such a diet may not have-been, in all probability was not, shared by

most of the upperclass girls who received their education at home, but

the reading matter allow of then was certainly varied and rather

curious,

18Ibid pp. 13-23.

Ikbid p. 24.

2°Ibid., p. 88.

21Lettres, vol. II, p. 28.

22Marquise de La Tour du Pin, Journal dtune femme de cinquante ans.Paris, 1907-1911, vol. I, p. 23.

ST21--`, worm.*
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* *

The craze for science, of which we have already spoken, found

its way into the education of girls, not, to be sure, in the convents,

but at home and in public courses. While the emphasis was mainly on

the experimental sciences, the abstract sciences also benefited from

this vogue. J.-N. Moreau noted in his journal: "I have just spent a

half hour with the young countess de Chastellux, whose profound knowl-

edge astonished me; this woman possesses geometry to the highest de-

gree."23 Ten years later, in 1785, Mlle. de Chastenay is found to be

studying mathematics with M. Gilbert, her brother's teacher, who in-

structed them in elementary math, algebra, geometry and the theory of

spheres.24

But it was mainly physics, chemistry, anatomy and natural his-

tory which benefited from the fad. Science had become modish, had be-

come a mundane divertissement; people began to assemble private natur-

al history collections, a few of which became famous, and botanizing

was a favorite pastime of both young and old. To teach his two daugh-

ters natural history, "M. de Monthull while taking walks with them,

would arouse their curiosity about trees and plants, and he had them

make a sort of herbarium in which the nature, the properties and the

uses of flora were brought out."25

note.
23Mes Souvenirs (1717.177). Paris, 1901, vol. II, p. 213,

24Mmoires, vol. I, p. 38.

25a.. cit., vol. II, p. 202.
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The craze for science, of which we nave already spoken, found

its way into the education of girls, not, to be sure, in the convents,

but at home and in public courses. the emphasis was mainly on

the experimental sciences, the abstract sciences also benefited from

this vogue. J.-N. Moreau noted in his journal: "I have just spent a

half hour with the young countess de Chastellux, whose profound knowl-

edge astonished me; this woman possesses geometry to the highest de.

gree."23 Ten years later, in 1785, Mlle. de Chastenay is found to be

studying mathematics with M. Gilbert, her brother's teacher, who in-

structed them in elementary math, algebra, geometry and the theory of

spheres.24

But it was mainly physics, chemistry, anatomy and natural his-

tory which benefited from the fad. Science had become modish, had be-

come a mundane divertissement; people began to assemble private natur-

al history collections, a few of which became famous, and botanizing

was a favorite pastime of both young and old. To teach his two daugh-

ters natural history, "M. de Eonthull, while taking walks with them,

would arouse their curiosity about trees and plants, and he had them .

make a sort of herbarium in which the nature, the properties and the

uses of flora were brought out."25

note.
23Mes Souvenirs (1717-1727). Paris, 1901, vol. II, p. 213,

2dmoires, vol. I, p. 38.

250D. cit., vol. II, p. 202.
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the apothecary shop of the vicinity.
30

Following her marriage, in

1786, she went faithfully, three times a week, to the experimental

physics laboratory in Montpellier.31 Public courses became such a

rage that one satirical writer of the period, addressing himself to

women and girls, advised: "And make certain, especially, that you be

seen at the public courses in chemistry, astronomy and geometry."32

Another dissenting voice, that of no de Genlis, stated bluntly:

"You learn nothing there, but you do retain a few Scientific words."33

The so-called arts diagrgment remained popular throughout the

century, both in convent and home educaticn. Every girl, from an

early age, took lessons in dancing and posture. At the Abbaye.aux.

Bois, it was Dauberval and Philippe, both of the Opera, who taught

dancing,
34

and Manon Philiponls dancing instructor was a certain M.

Mozon.35 These examples can be multiplied many fold. Dancing, then

as now, was an absolute social necessity for4roung people, especially

those of the privileged classes.

Music, too, was learned by almost all girls. In 1777, at the

30E2. cit., vol. I, p. 19.

31Ibid., p. 47.

32 ThamoursJ , Lettres de Milady *** sur l'influence
femmes des hornales. Paris,

critique 2I raisonnedesillsatIas de
Paris, 1818: vol. Zepc.r33.ct

34Perey and Maugras, 12. cit., p. 55.

35M4oires, vol. II, p. 14.
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age of six, Elle. de Chastenay apparently knew music very well.
36

At/4 \
eleven, when Helene Zassalska went from the blue class to the white

class at the Abbaye-aux-Bois, she was able to sol-fa, to play the

harpsichord a little and the harp a little.37 This passion for music

also manifested itself in families of more modest means. Manon Phili-

pon had no fewer than four teachers: M. Cajon for singing, M. Mignard

for the guitar, and M. Watrin and Pere Callamb for different aspects

of the viola.38

The third art diagrement, drawing, was also very popular. Helene

Massalska,39 Manon Philipon, Eleonore Dejean,41 and most of the other

girls encountered in the 18th century, received lessons in drawing. Mar-

montel describes an apre\s-diner at the de Monthulgis: "Brushes in the

hand of Mme de Monthul, pencils in the hands of her daughters and their

go verness, and this occupation, enlivened by laughing remarks or by

pleasant readings, served them as a recreation."42

The importance attached to the arts dfaaTement in relation to

other studies can be seen by the fact that at the Abbaye-aux-Bois, each

class received three prizes for history and geography, and three for

dancing, three for music and three for drawing.43

36Memoires, vol. I, p. 21.

37Perey and Maugras, OD. Cit., p. 66.

)°Mamoires, vol. II, pp. 14, 15.

39Perey and Maugras, OD. cit., p. 66.

4°Meloires, vol. II, passim.

41L. Perey, Figures du temps passe. Paris, 1900, pp. 234, 235.
420o. cit., vol. II, p. 202.

43Perey and Maugras, OD. cit, p. 54.
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The teachers TAW instructed the girls, either in the convents

or at home, were almost exclusively men. One of the few lay women en-

countered was the drawing teacher Who came to the Congregation de Notre-
44

Dame around 1765, and who was permitted to enter the cloister, Helene

Massalska mentions two teachers at the Abbayemaux-Hois, a M. Huard, who
45

taught history, and a M. Charme, who taught writing, It is very prob-

able that those who came from the outside were all men; within the Ab-
\

baye-aux-Bols, the nuns themselves taught only natural history and bot-
,

any. At Pentemont, the violin teacher and the harpsichord teacher were

both men, Such, then, was the practice in the convents, where courses

were given by mattres a cadhet that is, br teachers vorking.for a fee,47

The same holds true for girls educated at home, Manon Philipcm, after

1766, in addition to her music teachers, took history and geography les-

sons from a M. Marchand. Mlle. de Chastenay studied under M. Gilbert,

a mathematics teadhers and Abbe Barre, who taught her history and 1st-

in.119 Almost all were men, and some quite well-known; women teachers

played virtually no role in the education of the daughters of the well-

"Mme Memoires vol. II, p. 41.

45
Perey and Maugras, oz cit., p. 55 and 33.

46ibid., p. 166.

47L-Adam, N. Easel en forme de mAloire our l'education de la
&unease. Paris, 17 p. 15.

11814 emoires o 11,010 srTT, p. 13.

119mino
lire' fol. I, pp. 38, 39.
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which was one of the dominant traits of the century. Despite its

worldly and superficial aspects, this enthusiasm was real and bore

fruit. Warren of exceptional intelligence, such as Manon Philipon,

found, in the world in which they lived, possibilities for acquiring

knowledge which would not have been available to them in former times.

Such women, despite their teachers, despite their lessons, were large-

ly self-taught, working along or themselves choosing their teachers

and their readings. If the majority of upper class women of the 18th

century remained more or less ignorant, those who had a real interest

in learning were able to satisfy it. Thespirit of the times was fa-

vorable to the intelligent and the intellectually curious.
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CHAPTER

THE NATURE AND ROLE OF WOMEN

When one thinks of women, of their nature and their role in so-

ciety, it is impossible not to ask oneself the question, old as the

world, often debated and answered variously according to one' s sex,

one's age and one's temperament: is woman the equal of man? No, the men

of olden times had decreed, and their physical strength made reasoned

argument unnecessary. Perhaps, they then began to answer. And now, fi-

nally, the perhaps has become a hesitant yes.

This subject was much discussed in the closing centuries of the

.

ancien reqame An entirely hypothetical discussion, however, for it was

generally recognized that, even if they were inferior to men, women nev-

ertheless and precisely because of their woman-ness often had the

advantage over men. "Your looks have more power than our laws," 1
wrote

Lord Halifax. And one of the shriller female voices of the century stat-

ed it thusly:

Women are given nothing important to do, and yet they find
themselves involved in everything. They have no rank, but they
pass upon all ranks. They receive no honors, but they bestow
honors on whomever they Please. They have no employment, but
they distribute employments. They occupy no positions of power
yet they move the world at their will, and everyone pays homage

lAvis d'un Pere 1 sa (Translated by Mme Thiroux d'Arcon-
ville London, 1756, p. 33.
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to them.
2

The discussion is perhaps hypothetical, but it is nevertheless of con-

siderable importance, for the kind of education given to women, or pro-

posed for them, will depend in large measure on the prevailing attitude

regarding their nature and their role in life.

During the first half of the 18th century, there were a number

of writers who were firmly convinced of the inferiority of women, among

them Aobe de Saint-rierre,3 who, in other respects, was so fertile in

new and daring ideas, and ocquel.4 There were a few such anti -f emin-

ists, of course, in the second half of the century, and not only men,

but, as has always been the case, women as well. Their'number,

however, had declined considerably, and it is impossible, moreover, to

assign them to any particular group, whether the Dhilosophes, the dilet-

tantes, the clerics or the moralists. They were individual voices,

speaking their own opinions,, and not the representatives of some group

or other. In 1756, Mme Thiroux d'Arconville translated a book by Lord

Halifax which was favorable to men.5 Rousseau, so adored by women, al-

lows them only a sUbservient role, the role, indeed,of a slave:

2 5]me de Coicyj , Les Femmes come it convient de les voir, ou
Aoercu de ce gue les femmes ont 4t4-, de ce sont et de ce ou'elles
DourraientWtre. London and Paris, 1785, pp. 73, 74. The idea, moreover,
was already banal even in the 18th century.

3Pro.et our perfectionner l'education des filles. Paris, 1730.
The work is very unfavorable to women.

4Sup6iorit de l'homme sur la femme, ou l'inalite des deux
sexes. Mss. in the Bibliothaque de l'Arsenal, 1744.

522.. cit.
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Women's education must be entirely relative to men. To
please them, to be useful to them, to make themselves loved
and honored by them, to raise them when they are young, to
care for them when they are grown, to advise them, to console
them, to make life pleasant and sw.,3t for them such are the
duties of women in all tin es,,and ....lat. which must be taught

them from their childhood on.°

And later, he states: TrHamen are made to give in to men and to bear even

their injustice."7 Diderot commiserates with the unhappy lot of women,

but with no trace of indignation; ho has little confidence in their

minds. 8 Mme d'Epinay, who could lay claim to a certain superiority,

does not believe women capable of significant intellectual accomplish-

ment precisely because of their position in the world as women:`,

most learned woman has not and cannot have but very superficial knowl-

edge. What I am saying is that a woman is not in a position, by the

very fact that she is a woman, to acquire sufficiently extensive knowl-

edge to be useful to her fellow creatures, and it seems to me that this

is the only kind of knowledge one can reasonably be proud of."
9 Mme de

Genlis is roughly of the same opinion: "A, woman has need of support. She

can make herself esteemed only through the faceless practice of the more

quiet virtues."
10

6
Emile, ou de 12Education, in Oeuvres, ed., Petitain. Paris,

1852, vol. II, p. 637.

7lbid., p. 661.

8Sur les femmes, in Oeuvres, ed. AsseZat. Paris, 1875-77, vol.
II, pp. 251-gT:

9In a letter of 1771 to Abbe'Galiani. Abbe Galitni, Correspon-
dance. Paris, 1881, vol. I, pp. 203,204.

1°Discours sur la suppression des couvents de relipieuses et 12e-
ducation publique des femmes. 179.14E:1776.
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But little by little through the century, the cause of women

found increasing support among the theoreticians, and beginning about

1750, new affirmations are encountered almost every day regarding the

natural equality of the two sexes and their identical capabilities,

or, at the very least, the harmonious equilibrium of different forces.

Abbe
/
Dinouart was a declared partisan of women. 11 M. de Puisieux stat-

ed peremptorily that "Nature has established a perfect equality between

the two sexes,"12 and logically concluded that women were therefore

capable of holding public office and of going into teaching and mode.

cine. Mlle. Archambault believes that "men have less difficulty than

women in doing material things, and women less than men in everything

that pertains to the mind."13 They are defended by Pere Caffiaux, for

whom "the inequality of the sexes is a prejudice."
14

According to Bou.

dier de Villemert, "many of them can stand comparison in regard to the

mind, and most win out in regard to the heart."15 Mme Riccoboni reminds

her readers that "women are made to acquire knowledge and to be virtuous,

which is the common lot of both sexes."16 Voltaire is favorably dis.

11Le Triomphe du sexe, ouvreze dans lequel on dmontre 922, les

femmes sont en tout Oies, aux hommes. Amsterdam, 1749.

"-La Femme niest as inferieure a lthomme. London, 1750, p. 19.

13Dissertation sur,la question: leauel, de
est le plus capable de onstance? ou la Cause des
Archambault contre M*** et M.L.L.R. Paris, 1750,

lthomme ou de la femme,
a'ames soutenue par Mile
p. 15.

14
De/fense§ beau sexe, ou Mgmoires historiques philosoPhisques et

critiques pour servirTrEp=iie aux femmes. Amsterdam, 1753, vol.1, p. 1.

15L'Ami des femmes, ou la Philosophie du beau sexe. Paris, 1774, p.
8. (First-GM, 17587=s 1.7&k-hed two editions-7=75S , two in 1759, and
one in 1766, one in 1774, and a reprinting in 1788. The title caught on: in
1761, Graillard de Graville published L'Ami des filles, and Trigant another
Ami des femmes in 1771.

ORM MINIMIMIN

IZTTA7013111e, Recueil de pieces deiachges. Paris, 1765, p. 147.
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posed towards women.
17

Thomas., th3 aca&mician heaps praise upon them

in his fa:mous cur les ";:e shall perhaps see," he states

in the preface, "that women are cati-a.ole of fulfilling any position

religion, politic., is -I bestow upon than. "1

This thesis, of course, must have been extremely pleasing to his wonen

readers. "However great the pride of man," wrote one of them, 'ac can-

not conceal the fact that equality between him and woman was the very

goal of Nature."19 The book, needless to say, enjoyed a very :1-eat suc-

cess.
20

Announcing its translation into Italian, the -sr,r4t des

naux lauds it in these terms: "en can learn from it their duties toward

women, and the latter, in addition to their duties towai mon, can learn

here their rights and their prerogatives as well."21 z,me a G-1.rmoy pro-

claims: w,:e have everything necessary to be well-liked, to be strong and

capable of the most subtle politics."
22

This is also the opinion of .i-

ballier, who, in collaboration with Yale. Cosson, wrote a work on the

education of omen3 which an admirer has summarized thusly: "The father

17
Sur l'Education dos

1877-1883, vol. XXIV, pp. 2b5 -2t7.

16,
sur le caract8ra, les mceurs et l'esprit des fcmmes dans

les diff42777; si'ecies. Paris, 1772, no page no.

19Letter to Thomas from an anonymous woman. Journal EncyclonEr-

in Oeuvres, ed. Moland. Paris,

alaue, January, 1773, p. 111.

20Three editions in 1772 and 1773.

214ril, 1783, pp. )00.

227 de pour corvir dlinstruction
aux (=:s vcrtueuses et senslos. Paris, 1776, p. 1427

237;a 1*-7-'ucat4on hysinua at nornle des fe=,,s, a-yec uric no ice
alr'rla'n6tic7eeie cellos oli se sent distin7ude s ...

s

a
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It can be seen, then, that from the beinnin: of the century

1" I,.
3 AXat inVSO second half, the equa-1,./ the sexes4 n

was more and more upheld by the taeoreticians. it ,.

that these theoreticians were simply making statements of trinciple,

were not, usually, calling for any radical reforms. ';;hether they be-

longed to one sax or the other, the partisans of women wanted. only, a

tle more freedom for them, and the moral satisfaction of not being con-

sidered inferior. In respect to these limited ambitions, it can be said

that, by and large, they achieved their goals.

It is worth noting also that the ,shilosotnes did not openly

sides in this struggle for equality, a struggle which it would be sc,71s-

what pra:dature to consider a full-scale feminist movement.

24-
.Lettor to Fr6ron by an anonymous woman.
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article :;'erines in the Encyclopedie (the quasi-official organ of the

philosonhes), in which the chevalier de Jaucourt concedes equality to

women, at least in marriage, 28
4- e ohAlosoDhes were not, as a group,

warm supporters of their erp.ancipation. 'While they no doubt did not

wish to see w.cmen suppressed, neither were they willing to fight for

their cause.

*

What role did the women of the 18th century aspire to and what

were the opinions of the writers in regard to their role? In the first

half of century, especially, wamen were generally looked upon as

creatures whose sole function in life was to please. The result of

this attitude was an artificial glitter, a factitious life which fash-

ion imposed on upper-class women and which consumed so much of their

time and energy that they had little left over, if they were married,
29

to devote to their duties as wives and mothers. Women who were not ab-

sorbed in the literary salons, that is to'say, the great majority, were

caught up in a mundane and frivolous In. According to Boudier de Ville-

inert, reacting against this decadent existence, as did literally dozens

of other moralists of the time, w;;hat one calls a femme du bon ton, ari-

ses late in the morning, spends the rest of it at her toilette, while

28Encycl000die, ou Dictionnaire raiBonne dos sciences, des arts
et des n6tiers, par une society de .7e-ls de lettres. :s en ordre et
Tpub1 17-car Diderot, et, cuant, a la partie mathkriatiaue, oar I. dIA-
lembert. Paris, 1751-1780, vol. VI, pp. 471, 472.

29And if they were not married, they were either too young to
participate in such a life, or they were in convents as nuns or lady
residents.
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into four parts: the
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existence, of course r went the ro'io- that T"44-n1 4'4A'"1"-- '"-;C. c..

ulous and that women had the r47.-' to offer ,11.eir 1.avors ,do any- nan
1.1 .0

whom they found attractive; and that men, for their part, had the

to seek such favors from any woman

had not yet begun to speak at this time or.

but they nevertheless lived them.

who happened to pleas,=. them.

"living their own lives,"

Love 'in marriage was considered

r

1 u.,?;hable, and the moralists, with heavy irony, had a field day attack-

ing this so-called ,oreljugj. a "A jealous husband," writes

Chevrier,"is a monster even in the eyes of his virtuous wife."32

has been six months since the sacraments united you," writes Coyer

to a recently married woman, "and you still love your husbandi Your

dressmaker has the same weakness for hers, but you, you are a ...arauf_se!

How much longer do you intend to keez; that air of reserve, so misplaced

in marriage and excusable only in girls who are aspiring to that state?

A gallant finds you beautiful, and you blush! Cpen your eyes!

.7). cit, p. Leo.

r,w re sur 1'fd ucc, t on de fC'77
renoral 277-2c.

1-_ere

et sur leur caractere

32Le Quart d' ere d'une jolie femme, ou les [musements de
toilette, ouvrage pros-clue moral... ,ieneva, 1.753, p. 12.

L.`
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women blush only upon the -,21ication of rouge. "33 It can be conclud-

ed from these innumerable .t-Lacks that the lives of many women of the

privileged classes were very essence of frivOlity, and worse.34

* *

Such was the fashion, among fashionable women, during the first

half of the century; immorality or, at the very least, frivolity was in

style. In the second half of the century, however, the fashion changed

and virtuousness became the dominant style among the upper crust. This

was the time when sensibility reigned supreme, a reaction no doubt to

the harder, more masculine attitudes of the 17th century and the earlier

part of the lath. Women, to be in vogue, had to be sensitive and virtu-

ous, or at least pretend to be; they had to weep tears of sorrow or joy,

of compassion and esthetic ecstasy, at every possible opportunity. Be-

ginning between about 1765 and 1770, the movement reached its apogee

around the time of the Revolution, so that for a period of about twenty-

five years, sensibility, sentimentality, the love of nature and a passion

for simplicity dominated the thoughts and feelings of a large segment of

the elite, modifying old ways of seeing. The idea of a wife freed from

the bonds of marriage and the mother liberated from the care of her child-

ren was supplanted, in theory at least, by the idea of the loving wife

331n Bagatelles morales. Paris, 1755, pp. 228, 229.

34;;hile this is no doubt true, it should be born in mind that hu-
man nature varies little from one century to the next and that the 18th
was probably not much worse than any other in this respect. There were,
of course, faithful wives and loving mothers, in the most remote towns
of the provinces and in the most luxurious town houses of Paris, who
knew nc other ideal than that of raising their children properly and be-
ing good companions to their husbands.
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and good mothr. Gn the surface, and for cwhi1e, woman was no longer

a creature to please by her frivolity, but the companion of a

husband and mother of her children. ,Lederlos de Laclos, the au-

thor of Les

his wife:

convey.. attitude in a letter to

The greatest service you can render your daueater is to
sprin::le her young soul -with your expansive sensibility. The

mind is what makes one shire, but feeling is what permits one
to love and be loved, the one procures us only a little vain-
glory, the other renders us susceptible to the only true hap-
piness we can enjoy in the short trip known as life: whatever
its duration, one has lived only through the affection one has

inspired or has felt.35

Undoubtedly, the way men conceived of women, and the conception women

had of themselves, underwent a radical change during the course of the

century.

What, however, in practice, did this new way of thinking and

feeling produce? Did fanily and dome.-..-tic virtues actually experience

an improvent through its influence? From a perusal of diaries, mem-

oirs, letters and journals of the period, it would appear that the lat-

ter part of the century had just about as many scandals a the earlier

part. Eut conjugal and maternal love were at least v".." fi-

delity to ore's spouse, devotion to one's home and hearth were no longer

made objects of ridicule. Thus, a kind of Victorian hypocrisy on the

part of many, ana a true attachment to the new values on the part of

scyme. In 1774, anon Philipon, raised in the new atmosphere and recep-

tive to it, ;,.z-ote to her friend Sophie Cannet:

can readily seemyself engaged in the hard, innocent and

useful labors of a woman totally occupied with her duties, cre-

55Tettr3s -;nea,tes. Paris, 1904, p. 32.
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our con-,.. union with lave, ardor and courage, making her_
...-v..7,e0L7,nry of tne hi7hs,st principles, unitinn- unde;-

30J , innocence and pleasure._ ----

's a . from the oc_ Ing of the century, especial
m ^,

ly under the Ree--;ency, were L.-, the habit of giving any

more, indeed usually far less, than they received. L.nd this young lady,

who was so attracted to a sober, responsible family life, was one of the

best educated of her generation.

36 Mme Roland, Youvelles lettres, vol. I, p. 63.
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:;hile the great majority of the 18th century theorists had some

conception or other of woman's nature her role in life, and were

convinced that the "right" kind of education, according to their

lights, would fit her for -n.o --- develop her character ina (J. he

proper direction, there were a few thinkers who, for various reasons,

maintained that any education at all for women was completely futile,

for they did not believe in its ultimate efficacy in the formation of

character, or at least in the type of character they wanted to see

formed. It would be well to dispose of such anti-education views at

the outset.

Rousseau, for example, before his seems to have held such

beliefs; Yme d'Epinay quotes him as saying:

O
+' - ' " " "ana 3 no e to

ch-Ildren made to be raised... In the state of nature, there e.vist
only needs which must oe satisfed y and that under pain of dying of
huner; only enenies a-,einst ,:hem one must defend oneself, 1,`

that under pain of being killed; only ono's kind to reproduce, a
thing to which pleasure invites us all too willingly, without the
necessity of lessons from our parents. Thus, you sea that the
education of a sava;e is accemplished without, help from anyone
else, and that the basis of our education is not to, be found in
nature... We must begin by remaking all of society. -L

.
v%All of whicl, of course, did not p.e.,one ...oussee.0 from

In 1762, with its carefully worked-out system of education.

L
d'Epinay, Paris, 1665, vol. II, p. 276.
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As for Mme d'Epinay herself, she did not seem to notice this

/
contradiction, for in her Memoires she notes that she wrote to Dide-

rot, saying: "I was lacking in experience at that time; I still had

all the illusions and enthusiasm that virtue produces in an honest

soul; thus, I was repelled by that opinion. But now the veil has

been ripped off. I'm sorry, but Jean-Jacques is right."2 But in

1774, she herself wrote the Conversations d'EMilie, in which it was

her intention "to show how wasted time, moments of idleness, can be

employed by a vigilant mother to shape the mind of a child and in-

spire in her honest and virtuous sentiments,"3 which implies a cer-

tain faith in the effectiveness of education. And as a matter of

fact, Mme d'Epinay devoted much of her time to the education of her

children and her grandchildren.

One of her good friends, Abb Galiani, was also a sceptic in

regard to the benefits of education. In a letter to Mme de Belsunce,

Mme d'Epinay's daughter, he writes:

You believe that there is something in education which is
not what we call the result of chance; I agree, in part, and I
say that life itself is a matter of chance, but that education
is not completely so. There is a definite influence on u:5,
which is the result of education. That is true. But do you
know who the teacher is who educates us? The century and the
nation to which we are born... Everything by which we are sur-
rounded educates us, and teachers, as such, count for infinite-
ly little and are scorned by good calculators. You are right,
then, we must multiply the fortunate chances. You are right
also in saying that we educate girls much more than we do boys,
for a girl is less surrounded; but girls experience a natural
crisis at the age of fifteen, which is a sort of regeneration,

2
Ibid.

3Les Conversations diEmilie. Leipzig, 1774, p. iv.



and, when her bosom begins to form, her education is complete-
ly obliterated.'

Such was the tone of -ociety that time, before the outbreak of

sensibility sceptical , even to paradoxes. It would be attach-

ing too much importance to the good abbots remarks to see anything

more in them than the clever sallies of a materialistic and worldly

cleric trying to impress a beautiful lady. It should be noted also

that these three examples all come from the same little group, and

that the first two disavowed their staza:;:ents by their own works.

Later, in his first EssAi cur lgeducation des femmes, Laclos

took up aousseau's thesis and set civilization in opposition to the

state of nature. In a simple, perhaps simplistic, syllogism, he at-

tempts to demonstrate the impossibility of educating women: "Wherever

slavery exists, there can be no education. In every society, women are

slaves. Therefore, social woman is not susceptible to education. "5

Eut this ,,,-; was left incomplete, and in a third version he sets forth

a whole program of studies; the first waE merely an intellectual game.

Despite these witticisms and )aradoxes, faith in the power of

education held sway throughout entire 18th century, which was, with

the possible exception of the 20th, the century which produced the great-

est and most spontaneous flowering of pedagogical theories and works.

1908,

Corresnondance, vol. II, p. -0).

Le lt77,=cn+ion des

6 Troi sione essal cur
volv I, pp. 645t78.

cmrr_es, 2aris, 1903, p. 14.

1 teduc:7,ion des femmes, in the Revue bleue,
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.n1 c yhe education of women was also

made central theme of a number of works of and the sub-

ject was frequently dealt in the more serious books of philoso-

phers and moralists. Thus-, the l&th century, and especially the sec-

ond half ,,. it,= 4 c of women to be of vital impor-

tance,tance, devoted a great amount of attention to it, and was intent on re-

.orminc' it. is ,dne Y-,-mcure "The multitude of works

that are published each day on the education of women and of men, the

A n A ,prizes that our e_,a-em..es have been pr000sinc- these past few years on

this excellent subject alla-_ seem to speak to our legislators of the

necessity of a great reform in national eduoat4on."1'

For ln :ranee, a J.
td_i..-11C, 9 s universal at-free-

rent that educational practices, nint".!
Co.* A...4 eJ;Decially in regard to the edu-

cation of women, were poor. As a rule," wrote Mme Riccoboni, "men re-

ceive an education and women educate themselves. "
14

Throughout the can-

tury, without interruption, men of letters, moralists, philosophers,

priests, dilettantes and women were constantly denouncing the frivolous,

rout4ne and selfish education whA ch we-me -mece. v`i Jourm.1

eal.oile went n fa as i:.;:_ct mo hers and fathers for "the

criminal indolence in which they allowed their daughters to grow up. "15

The reasons given for this state of
,. Ir. differed~ as the

means proposed to remedy it. :tat there was virtual unanimity in regard

13
J1-ne, 1779,

l4.

1; 1;

P 17.

p. 147.

1773, p.
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her imagination."22 Mme Roland believed that women were "more useful

to society by their virtues than by their knowledge. 1123

was an advocat of divorce, did not want women to be too

Cerfvol, who

well-educated.
24

De Moissy, in a poem on education, recommends that women study history

and geography, but without acquiring more than a superficial knowledge

of them.
25

Abbe Wandelaincourt believed that "the duration'of their edu-

cation must be shorter, less serious and less e,actured than the edu-

cation of men; the study of the arts and sciences must be presented to

them as a simple pastime and as a pleasant occupation."26 Lezay4farnel:

sia is of the same opinion: "I believe that the sciences, far from be-

ing useful to women, will only harm them. If they left to men the vast

and deep subjects, the strong and active virtues, their share would

still be rather considerable."27 "All the abstract sciences," Damour

has a lady say, "do not fall within our competence, and they make us

seem ridiculous."28 Abb4 Reyre holds the same view.29

Thus, a good many theorists believed that women should not be

too well-educated, either because she is not capable, by her very dila.

ture, of assimilating .very much knowledge, or because too much learning

22Correspondance, vol. I, p. 207.

23Nouvelles lettres, vol. I, p. 12.

24 etc. Paris, 1772, p. 169.

25Essai sayeducation. Saint Petersberg, 1773, p. 49.

26Cited by Journal Isycl20get/eiue, July 15, 1782, p. 352.

27Plan de lecture Eval urLe jeurie damee_

28Lettres de milady *** sur l'lnfluence
avoir danTITUricitiort TOT oriFteir ""*PITITC,-1734

Paris, 1784, p. ix.

sue les femmes pounmient
p.-129.

29L'Ecole dajeunes demoiselles, etc. Paris, 1786.
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would be harmful to herself, to her family and to society.

* *

But the education of women also had its strong defenders, who

believed that women could and should learn more than they had been ac-

customed to learning; indeed, according to some theorists, could and

should learn as much as men. The first important voice.to call for a

broader educational program for women was that of Felnelon, the 17th

century prelate, whose De l'Education des filles, first published in

1687 in Paris, was widely read throughout the 18th century, exercising

a profound influence on all those who wished to see an improvement in

the education of women:

Among those who demanded that women be better educated were

Voltaire," MAggan,31 Rivard,32 Nicholas de Fleury33 and Mlle. d'Espi-

nassy.34 The object of Abbe de La Porte, in his Histoire littraire

des fames fransaisns, was to "show what a woman can do in science when

she is willing to place herself above the prejudice which forbids her

to embellish her mind and to perfect her reason."35 The Journe-,Etub

clopedigul, reviewing this work, adds that

30
Epitre a Mme du ChaAtelet, in Oeuvres, vol. III, pp. 374,375.

31Lettre sur l'education des femmes. Saint-Omer, 1757, p. 6.

32Recueil de m4Moires touchant lleaucation de la jeunesse, etc.

Paris, 17757387.

33Essai sur les moyens de reformer l' education, etc. Paris,

1764, pp. 105 ff.

34Essai sur lteducation des demoiselles. Paris, 1764.

35Parie, 1769, vol. I, p.v.
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prejudice which as only too lonr, suosisted ao-n7 us, and
which seams to have con7.emnsd them to .21.-7nor4rce. is

the 71ory of their talents 4n ail the lite-arjy.,r1
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..... as everywhere. else, it has to be.-. thou:--ht e......e

a career in science :::ho` id be forbidden to women, who, des-
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of their faces, should neiLher aspire to the :Tory o: poetie
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scend into the depths of the aostract sciences.i°
,

The same ma7azine, three years inter, repeats essentially the

thour:ht.37 Still later, it ---ses Abbe Framageot for "sufficiently

instructing his pupils in everything it is important for then to know.

He proves through examples that young ladies are able to share with

men the glory of great undertakings and the merit of fine learning.
It

This same cause is supported by Yme de Chanterolle.39 Abbe" Le 1s:or

who was not very favorably disposed towards women, nevertheless wants

them to have a good education, thouEh he would not have them studyin2;.

Greek, Latin, mathematics, poetry, modern languages or painting.

DtHolbach, in a flowery style,

their feminine qualities
0,

argues that women will noe

they became better educated: "Let not

charming sex, made to spread pleasure and gentleness through life, have

any fear of cultivating its mind; useful knowledge will in no way de-

'August 15, 1769, p. 30.

7 ebruary, 1772, pp. 436-445.

)ci.oril 15, 1773, b.

Paris, 1772, p. c8.

4' 1- a'elever lesd 011 .= 11; 7.

des deux sxes, etc. ?aris, 1774, pp. 359-342.
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in his own language. What drives many men of merit away from the com-

pany of women, and even ,desirable women, is the impossibility of talk.

ing to them, or even talking in their presence, about things in which

they are interested. One sees only too often two people who are made

to be together, a man of merit and a charming woman, regretfully go

their separate ways, without any possibility of coming together again,

for lack of a common language., 49 The same idea had already been ex-

pressed several years before by Riballier and Mlle. Cosson: "What a

pleasure it kill be for men when, in the course of their studies, they

find in their wives companions who are familiar with Plato, Plutarch,

Tacite, Newton, i3uffon, Bossuet, Massilon and Montesquieu, who are ca-

pable of following them in their occupations, of reasoning, of philoso-

phizing with them, of enlightening them perhaps, or at least inspiring

them in their difficult researches."5°

In sum, the role of women was still to please, to charm, to

shine, but by their education and their intelligence. In addition to

being a good mother, she also had to be a good companion to her husband.

* *

After pointing out the deficiencies in the education of women,

after demanding an improvement in their instruction, many of the authors

fall silent and do not tell us what they think women should be taught.

A few, however, do make positive suggestions and present programs of

Aimmmminim

49Essai stir llgaucation des femmes, p. 64.

5302. cit., p. 63.
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study, most of which consist merely of general guidelines. Each writ-

er, in his own way (usually very unsystematic), indicates the subjects

or books he considers useful, so that these programs of study are ex-

tremely varied and quite confused, . While they can be applied to girls

educated either in convents or at home, it is primarily to the latter

that the authors address themselves, for almost all of them condemn

convent education.

* *

It is generally agreed that girls should begin by learning

properly the grammar and spelling of their own language, which, ac-

cording to most of the theorists, women make such a hash of. "In Eng-

land," writes Carpentier, "they would not allow a woman, especially

one who was born something, get away, in a letter, with a misspelling

... In France, women are almost always superior to men in dictation,

at least in their natural talent for it. And yet, unhappily, there

are scarcely two in a thousand who are able to write correctly."51

In regard to the study of Latin, opinion was fairly evenly

divided; Rivard, for example, was for it,52 while Mme de Puisieux con-

sidered it useless.
53 The study of the literatures of Antiquity is

recommended by almost no one but Laclos, who would like to see girls

introduced in their early readings to the Greek and Roman philosophers,

51Nouveau plan dieducation, etc. Paris, 1775, pp. lxx-lxxi.

52,ca, cit., p. 388.

53Conseils a une ami. Paris, 1882, p. 14.



to Plutarch's famous men and to the literatures of Greece and Rome.
54

Abbe Blanchard will permit only the most intelligent to study fables

and poetry.55 But other thinkers concede more. Mehegan, for example,
/

recommends philosophy, metaphysics and ethics,56 weighty subjects

which are also found in the programs of Abbe Fromageot57 and Mme de

Miremont.58

The study of history, which had still not gotten much beyond

the chronolcgical listing of important dates and events, was strongly

advised by AbbBlanchard59 and Abbe Fromageot.60 The latter, indeed,

in his Cours dlEtudes, devotes five volumes to ancient history and two

(the work was left incomplete) to modern history.
61

lime de Miremont,

for her part, makes do with four volumes of history in her Traitd'Edu.

cation.
62 These two history manuals, both intended for girls, show how

the subject was dealt with in the 18th century; they are, essentially,

compilations of political and military facts, with no cultural or eco-

nomic history and no attempt at interpretation.

54Troisiene essai, p. 645..\

55;22. cit., vol. II, p. 300.

56 cit., pp. 22, 23.

57Cours dleiude des jeunes demoiselles, etc. Paris, 1772 -1775,

vol. I, pp. xxvii ff.

5 8a1... cit., vol. II, pp. 340-502.

cit., vol. II, pp. 300, 301.

6 0CIL. cit., vol. I, pp. 27 ff.

61Ibid., vols. I through VIII.

6222. cit., vols. IV through VII.
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there is a wide variety of opinion regarding what girls

should be taught in the area of the humanities, the theorists general-

ly agree that they should tak.o up the study of science, especially the

two experimental sciences, ors4cc, natural history. In 1731, err

Nollet was still able to write: ".:echanics, hydrostatics, optics are

words which still frighten the ears; - lady would hardly dare 4-L.o pro-

nounce them without fearing to ridiculous. "65 alt later in the

century, this was no longer the case, and the study of science was fre-

quently recommended for girls. In 1755, Ylghgan includes physics and
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natural history in his program;66 so too does Abbe Blanchard.
67 Boudi-

er de Villemert feels that "physics and history, between them, can

furnish women with an agreeable sort of study."68 Abbe Fromageot

promised to include in his incomplete Cours dlEtudes the basic princi-

ples of physics and natural history.69 When Mme de Miremont was put-

ting together her seven volume Trait de lie'clucation des femmes, she

fund room to include not only physics and natural history, but physi-

ology as well.
70

The program Laclos presents is even broader: "It

seems to us necessary to have some knowledge in astronomy, in physics,

in chemistry, in natural history and in botony. These names should

not frighten anyone.
n71 Mile Le Masson Le Colft recommends the study

of physics and anatomy.
72

The case is not the same for the abstract sciences. Mme de

Miremont, to be sure, feels it necessary, in her Trte to provide

an explanation of terms used in geometry.73 But in general, algebra

and geometry are not spoken of, and only the natural sciences are rec-

ommended to girls for their study.

66,_, cit., p. 22.

67a. cit., vol. II, pp. 312, 313.

6822. cit., p. 34.

69OD. cit., VOL I, pp. xxvii ff.

70,2a. cit., vol. III and vol. II, pp. 107-340.

71Troisieme essai, p. 647.

72Lettres relatives de 114aucation. Paris, 1788, pp. 32 ff.

73C2.. cit., vol. III, pp. 5-16.



The theorists agree also that too much attention was given to

the arts d'aq4'ment. ConsiZ, ng them to be of little use in adult-

hood, they feel that they tc.], up too much time in the early years,

time which could be more pxof;.Y.ably employed. Mme d'Epinay, at the

age of forty-five, wrote to Abbe Galiani: HI sin very ignorant, there's

the truth. My whole education was directed towards the agreeable tel..

ants, and now I can no longer make use of them. There is left to me

only some scanty knowledge of those arts."74 She believes, moreover,-

that even if women were to persevere in such arts as painting, sculp-

ture and architecture, they would never be able to excel in them.75

Riballier and Mile. Cosson wax indignant over the fact that "the edu-

cation of girls is considered finished as soon as one has succeeded

in imparting to them a few futile talents. "76 Others, including Vol-

taire,77 believe that the study of the arts dielgrement is synonomous

with the study of ways to please, that is, with frivolity and immorali-

ty. In general, it can be said that while some theorists condemned the

arts d'agrment outright, most wished to see them continued, but with

less emphasis placed upon them.

* *

The writers who were most strongly in favor of better education

74Correspondance, vol. I, P.

75Ibid., vol. I, p. 104.

76CD. cit., p. 53.

203.

77Dictionnaire philosophioue under the word "Adultere," in

Oeuvres, vol. XVII, p. 73.
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for women were often the very ones who warned them about the perils

of trying 'to be a femme savante or a wit, the usual consequence of

which was to make oneself appear ridiculous. }he d'Epinay states

that !'a woman is very wrong, and only makes herself ridiculous, when

she flaunts herself as learned or as a wit, and when she believes her-

self capable of maintaining such a reputation; but she is neverthe-

less very right to acquire as much learning as she is able to."
78 In

1774, an editor of the Armee littraire, reviewing a new edition of

Thomas's Essai sur les femmes, declares poetically: "The cap of the

doctor does not sit well on the head of the Graces; a few flowers, a

garland of roses suffice to adorn their brow."79 Women, too, though

writers themselves, are critical of other women authors and of female

wits. Mme de Miremont says that a woman "must not appear to be either

learned, political or a wit, for she would make herself ridiculous."

This is also le opinion of Mme de Monbart.
81 Even Laclos, whose views

80

on women's education are so liberal, hopes that women will have "a good

enough mind never to display their knowledge except to their most inti-

mate friends, and so to speak, in confidence."82 Thus, while the 18th

century, on the whole, strongly favored an improvement in women's edu-

cation, and advanced numerous proposals to this effect, it joined with

previous centuries in a general condemnation of female wits and femmes

savantes.

78Abbel Galiani, Corresoondance, vol. I, p. 204.

791774, vol. IV, p. 169.

80
OD. Cit., vol. I, p. 145.

81
Sophie, ou l'Education des filles. Berlin, 1777, p. 68.

82Troisi'me essai, p. 648.



CONCLUSIONS

While the education of women in 18th century France no

doubt left much to be desired, it has been seen that it was

perhaps better and more widespread than might have been assumed.

A considerable proportion of the girls of the non-privileged

classes did at least receive an elementary education, learning

to read, write, do simple arithmetic and acquire those manual

skills, especially needlework, which would be most useful to

then in the lives for which they were ultimately destined.

There was also a strong emphasis on instruction in civility,

or manners, and, as might be expected, in religion. The Little

Schools, where many of the daughters of farmers and working-

class families received their education, were usually supported

by local taxation and sometimes by private endowments, though

in almost all cases the pupils were required to pay small fees

as well. While public and almost universal (most towns and

villages could boast of their Little School), elementary educ-

ation cannot be said to have been entirely free. (The Charity

Schools, however, run by nuns and especially intended for impov-

erished girls, did offer free instruction.) The Little Schools

were usually staffed by laymen or laywomen, more or less care-

fully chosen by community and church officials, and governed

in their conduct by diocesan regulations. Standards in the
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Little Schools thus varied from town to town and region to region.

While there existed formal prohibitions against boys and girls

attending the sa,ic classes, :,nd even against girls being, tn:1;1;t

by male teachers, such nro:i'-dtions seem to have been larely

ignored, and girls and boys uslially sat in the same clPssroomF-

together, where they were instructed by male teachers. Often,

however, the wife of the local teacher or a nious sninster wopld

conduct separate classes for girls. Formal education beyond

the elementary level for girls of the non - privileged claFses

was unheard of in 18th century France.

The daughters of the wealthy bourgeoisie and the aristo-

cracy usually received their education in convents which they

entered at about the age of six or seven and which they left

at between sixteen and twenty in or per to marry. Each convent

catered to a particular social group, and the nuns at any given

convent came, by and large, from the same milieu and the same

class as the students. Thc most fashionable convents were

located in Paris, but a few in the provinces attracted girls

of the highest nobility or from the wealthiest bourgeois

Compared to present-day standards, convent education in

the 18th century was distinctly inferior. Far too much time

was devoted to instruction in religion, to rote learning and

to lessons in dancing, music and drawing; far too little to

the more academic suhject:;: 14 wi-o had been educated at

convents were noted for AcTs.r'ir -)oor command of written French.



Stlidents in the co:Iv-It.s in :.:-.e

instructed in cert-in nu-.1 -F;

over. to -nrticrHate

1 %. % -'. .. s..

vcre

of the convent, t.:1u. for t;:e ecs:lestic :i:c

tiro uld later lead. unq n1 nart

of subjc:cts, actin;; r-ainly as licors and coacres; t*c to.7cLerF

who gave the courses usually frorl outside ane : :ere

alost always men. Conven': despite 4-ts ii7ited :ntel-

lectual content (or perl,a::.s p:
r '4-1 .4

1,), e-In 1,e sa7c.

to lave been "realistic," Li. -thn,t it prenared zirls of

unr,er classes for the Rine o;'. they oulrl eventually

As th..1 century proressed, convent ucation c77-e in

tor ever crreqtcr criticisri -ne riore farrilies7 ,1

fore be pan to e(111cate their c:rs at hone, using private

tutors. home educatio:. ar,nears in :;ener;1 to have been

suncrior to convent educatiol, in re-are to intel-

lectual achieve-ent, the avc.ilatle eviee-.)ce inc'icates that it

suffered frori laec of structure, reaCin; hap:azare.ly

a fairly wide vnricty of works, .-;cyre ir-Dortant and usof-,..1,

trivial or obscure.

In regard to educational theory, there was a huL;o. pro-

liferation of works in this area in 1Sth century France, espec-

ially durir!- the serone, :Tali- of -11)r, century. The one thinf; on

which Clere was virtual unanimity of oninion 7,00r cuaity

of woman ys educaTion and tl,c necessity for iMnr(Win'' it A Second
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thing on which almost all t re theorists af5reed, implicitly

or exnlicitly, was that no rrorosais in regard to wonan's

education could be ,-)ut for is without first reaching some under-

standing about her nature and her role in society, on which

subject widely divergent views were exnressed, rarcing from

extremes of feminist sentiment to the opposite extrene cf nti-

feninism. While this dichotomy of opinion continued to exist

throughout the century, the anti - feminists, on the whole, grew

more and more subdued as the century progressed, tcrninatin3,

in an appeal for complete equality between the sexes by the

time of the Revolution. Educational proposals were extremely

varied and quite unsystematic; in general, it can be said,

however, that the more feminist the theoretician, the more

he or she favored a greater em:Dhasis on intellectual attain-

ment in the education of women; on the other hand, the more

anti-feminist the writer, the more he or she (and there were,

indeed, anti-feminist women) favored a rudimentary education

consisting of not much more than the three R's, with Perhaps

some snattering of n:,tural history or botany. On the whole,

however, the century, with its deep commitment to the accuisi-

tion and dissemination of knowledge, was favorable to the cause

of women, and during the Revolutionary Period an important

member of the legislative assembly could r o so far as to call

for co'iplete educational equality for women, based not on the



idea that, better educated, they would be better companions

to their husbands, but rather on the natural rights of women

as equal members of the human race.
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A NOTE ON THE 2UCTATIONS

All quotations appearing in this report, with the exception

of H. C. Barnardts The French Tradition in Education, which was

read in English, were translated by me from the French; the blame

for whatever inaccuracies in meaning or infelicities of style

they may contain cannot, therefore, be placed on anyone else.

While a few of the works quoted from have previously been translate

into English, the great majority, including the de Luppe book,

have never enjoyed that somewhat dubious distinction, so that

almost all the quotations in the present study are given here

in English for the first time.

In one or two instances, notably the rather lengthy passage

on pages ten and eleven, I chose to leave the quotation in French

so that the reader might savor the warmth and charm of the original,

the full effect of which would have been at least partly lost in

translation.

Apart from any other merit this report might have, I hone

that by presenting in English the numerous quotations contained

herein, most of which were culled from works which are unavailable

in the United States, I have rendered a useful service to all

those who are interested in the history of education.


